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Latinos Vow to Stop Divide & Conquer Tactics
~

The
California
Democratic Party Chicano
Ltztino Caucus elects new
.officers and claims history
with two State Party Seats
The Chicano-Latino Caucus of
the California Democratic Party

I ' \

elected new officers for the
1997-1999 term , as well as
participated in history making by .
advancing two caucus members
to State Party Office Election.
Sacramento County resident
Steven Ybarra J.D. was elected
Chair of the Caucus. Ybarra is a
long-time party activist and the

former deputy Secretary of
Children and Youth under
Governor Jerry Brown.
Riverside native. Raven
Lopez-Workman was elected
Caucus Vice Chair, Inland
Counties. The caucus is the
second largest in membership of
the California Democratic party.

Ybarra said. "in less than one
thousand days we will enter the
next century. It is the job of the
caucus to assure that in those one
tho usan d days politicians ,
regardless of party affiliation
who seek to scapegoat any
minority will be called to task by
this caucus and its leadership."

Lopez-Workman said, " this
caucus will not allow the politics
of fear to create false issues or to
divide the citizens of California
by color or heritage from each
other."
Lopez-Workman cited the
election of Antonio-Salazar
Hobson to Controller of the

California Democratic Party as
an example of the caliber of
excellence and commitment the
members of the caucus bring to
the politics of the state party.
Salazar-Hobson is the immediate
past chair of the caucus, a very
successful San Francisco union-
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Lieut~nant Jim.C~nn_on

,,;, ,

Lieu:t_e n~nt Jim ·c annori.·-;of,
the
Riverside, . · ~Polic;
Departi:nem wilt b~: among 23
police mar~gers ari~;~;x.ecuti,ye,s .
graduated· tecentlY from the
Supervisory
t.eadersh_ip _
Institute in San Diego. He has·.
successfully completed the
comprehensive
program
requiring 192 hours Qf
classroom study.
• .........,.._
The Supervisory Leadership
Institute is designed to enhance
the leadership abilities of first- ,
line peace officer supervisors
in California. The course was
designed by public safety
leaders and educators from
throughout the state. It is
sponsored by the California
Commission on Peace Officer
Standards.
The Institute
teaches management skills
such as planning, organizing)
and directing. Participants also
receive leadership training pt_i :
how to motivate, challenge>
and inspire employees.
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Pal Center Offers 1 :lli::
Summer Youth Jobs :-Ir
1

Black Voice News
SAN

BEANAR0iNO·:

The Provisional Accelerated
Learning ,(PAL) , Center is
currently
accepting'
· applications from 14 to 21 year
old youth ·ro fill .150 slots for
summer jobs as part of the
summer youth and employment
training program (SYETP). ,·\'Project Earn and Learn;.'.'
fonded
for
the
ninth
co'risecutive summer by the S~
I

Berna~dixio _Couritt Jobs a.A<!.:
;Employment
Services
Departme!).t,. and; ·county
Private Inqtistry C{>uricil, ,i\ilf:i!f
hire and
l5Oiyou t~ '{iri'
summer ' jobf with ,'yarious
nonprotits:;~#4
agencies. 'Patticipah15
earn :
$~.09 per_\_holir whi-le _also .
engagin-g /i{ ·in ', }~¢ademic :
(eroediation or ebh;nceme~t. '
career awareness, and college ·

'plac'e'

-·~;.{v~rnmen'.J:

will'

· preparatorY activir,t~~ for _a"
seven-week period. ; 0:: · /'',,This very popular program
places p'articiplln_ts on job\,
commensurate with .:ftteit'skffi:t

i

.

~~;~Center is'l~aJd:~ ;
Blake 'Stree{ln1
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Why Are So Few White Males Behind Bars?
crimes are more violent and that
much of the public, including
By Earl Ofari Hutchinson
many Blacks, demand that they
NNPA
be locked up. While both sides
For the last few years the debate the issue of why so many
Sentencing
Project,
a Black males are behind bars they
Washington D.C.-based public don't ask why so many White
advocacy group, has issued a males who commit crimes aren't.
report on crime and punishment The recent shoot-out between
in America. It's findings are the LAPD and two young White
well-known and predictable. bank robbers rn North
Nearly one out of three young Hollywood make this a more a
Black males are in prison, on crucial question than ever.
Few would argue that the two
parole or on probation. And they
make up nearly half of those would-be hold up men were
incarcerated in America's dangerous criminals. One of the
prisons . The response to the bandits had three arrests and two
report is just as predictable. felony convictions. One of the
Many Blacks and liberal critics convictions was for weapons
of the criminal justice system violations in L.A. The other was
say Blacks are jailed in huge a felony conviction for real
numbers bec;:ause of racially estate fraud in Denver. After
biased judges, juries, and pleading guilty to the charge in
prosecutors, discrimination in Denver he fled the state to avoid
the enforcement of drug laws, sentencing. The other bandit had
poverty, lack of education, and a felony conviction for the
weapons charge. Yet the fact that
the prison construction boom.
Many conservatives, and law the pair were on the streets of
enforcement officials say it's North Hollywood and not
because young Blacks commit behind bars raises the following
more crime than Whites; their questions about the workings o
Special to Black Voice News

the criminal justice system.
•When they were stopped in
os Angeles in 1993 with what
ne expert called a "bank
obbers kit" of legal and illegal

weapons and military equipment
in their car and arrested, did
authorities thoroughly check to
determine if they were wanted
for crimes in other states? Did

they discover that one was a
wanted felon? If so, why wasn't
he extradited to Colorado for
sentencing? Did the Denver

Open House for Urban League's
San Bernardino Satellite Office

ti

of San Bernardino Job &
Employment
Services
Department.
Project
S.T.A.R.
Don Bardo,
President and ~ ;, :''.
_ prepares youth and young adults
CEO of The ■b- · . __
for job readiness with skills
Urban League of
necessary for job placement and
Riverside and "7' '· ,
job
retention. Mr. Bardo also
.
S an B ernar_dmo
j' ' ·f .-··,·:· pl'ans to offer a job referral
C o u n t 1 e s l . ,,
,. service out of the satellite office.
Don Bardo
announces the
Project S .T.A.R., as well as
opening of it's new satellite job referral services have been
office in San Bernardino. The and will continue to be offered
official opening and open house out of the Urban League's
reception is scheduled for Riverside office with funding
Friday, April 25 from 11 :30 AM from the County of Riverside
to 1 :00 PM at the Public Economic
Development
Enterprise Building, 1505 West Agency/PIC Office and the
Highland Avenue, Suite 10, San United Way Agency.
Bernardino.
For more information about
One of the services the The Urban League of Riverside
satellite office offers is Project and San Bernardino Counties,
S.T.A.R. Funded by_the County contact (909) 682-2766.
Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

iii ·, · · ·

Photo by AP-Newsfinder
The smile on his face when he slipped his arms into the green jacket told the same story as the tears in his eyes
when he hugged his father. Tiger Woods was Masters champion. Closing with a 69, Woods finished at 18-underpar 270, the lowest score ever shot in the Masters and matching the most under par by anyone in any of the four
Grand Slam events. His 12-stroke victory over Tom Kite was not only a Masters record by three strokes, but the
greatest winning margin in any major since Tom Morris Sr. won in the 1862 British Open by 13 strokes. The
victory was an emotional climax to a mission started when Woods could barely walk and his father first put a golf
club in his hand. After making his final putt, Woods wrapped his arms around his father the man who taught him
the game and squeezed his eyes desperately tight as he fought back tears.

Tom Bell Lets Employee Go After Complaint Filed
EXCLUSIVE
Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Dennis Schatzman

Two weeks after the Black
Voice News revealed that a
complaint had been filed against
Tom Bell Toyota, on al,legations

Rwandan Ambassador Will Visit the Inland Empire
Black Voice News
POMONA

Members of the Rwanda
Education Project (REP) have
invited
Dr.
Theo gene
Rudasingwa, His Excellency, the
Ambassador of the Republic of
Rwanda to visit them on April
24, 1997. Dr. Rudasingwa has
accepted this invitation because
of the efforts of the Rwanda
Education Project.
Two
members of the project are the
Director and Administrator of
the Four-D Success Academy,
Inc. located in Colton . The
"Friends" of Four-D Success
Academy, Inc. along with the
National Council of Negro
Women-Inland Empire Section,
and the Inland Empire Black
Nurses' Association are in the
process of making plans for the
visit
of Dr.
Theogene
Rudasingwa.
"Dr. Rudasingwa's visit is
beneficial to our community for
a number of reasons," says Dr.

Cherry Houston who is the
organizer and Executive Director
of the Rwanda Education Project

Director

or

Nursing Education at Four-D
Success Academy, Inc. "It is an
opportunity to consider our
humanity,' our goodwill and to
dialogue about reconciliation.
Not only on a national and
international
level,
but
reconciliation of one person to
another focusing on positive
ways to handle our differences
with each other. There are
opportunities for our local

business people to explore
business development and the
need for utilities, technology and

attending I-Poly, but is now
attending the English Language
Institute at Cal-Poly," says
Houston.
Houston
invited
the
Dr. Theogene
Atnbassador last June when she
Rudasingwa, ' travelled to Washington, D.C. to
present the Rwanda Education
Ambassador of Project
to him and the First
Counselor
to the Embassy, Dr.
the Republic of
Joseph Mutaboba.
Rwanda will visit In her initial meeting with the
Ambassador, he requested that
Inland Empire
the nursing education be
other services m Rwanda. His implemented in Rwanda rather
v1s1t
will
enhance our than the United States . T he
opportunities for learning. "He Ambassador stated, "more
is scheduled to speak at many of people will benefit."
our local
colleges and
To
obtain
additional
universities as well as the information about REP, contact:
International Polytechnic High Friends of Four-D Success
School located on the campus of Academy at REP 952 South
Califo rnia State Polytechnic Mount Vernon Avenue, Suite B,
University, Pomona where my Colton, CA 92324, the toll free
daughter, Catherine is a number is (888) 4RWANDA or
freshman.
My Rwandese (888) 479-2632.
daughter, Claire was also
Related Story on Page A-6
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of racism and retaliation, the
complainant a veteran employee
at the Inland Empire automobile
dealer has been releaved of his
duties this week.
According to an employee
separation report (ESR) dated
April 15th, Owen Roullo a lot
porter whose tenure preceded
the people who fired him, was
releaved of his duty due to an
injury that occurred to him on
February 3, 1997.
His
physician permitted him to
work but only if it would be
limited duty Roullo told Black
Voice News.
However, William Voncal
wrote in the ESR, "due to has
(sic) injury the duties his job
requires he is unable to perform.
Then orice he has r ecovered
from his injuries, he is eligible
for coming back to work."
After a meeting with Voncal,
Roullo was escorted off the lot
by Mike Burcroff, manager of
the parts division, who promptly
took Roullo's keys.
"Mr. Burcroff is in a meeting
and will see you by appointment
only," Jennifer the receptionist
told the Black Voice News. She
Continued on Page A-2
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Editorial

Nike Sets Up Ennis Cosby Scholarship
Black Voice News
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Established in January of 1972

The Black Voice News is a weekly published on Thursday by Brown Publishing Company,, P.O.
Box 1581. Riverside, California 92502. We may be reached in Riverside al (909) 682-6070, 3585 Main
Street, Suite 201 , Riverside, 92501 and in San Bernardino at (909) 889-0506, 1583 West Baseline, San
Bernardino, CA 92411.
The Black Voice News sells $.25 per copy. Subscription rate is $35.00 per year. Out of state
subscription is $45.00 per year.
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974 Case Number 108890 by the
Superior Coun of Riverside County.
The objective of The Black Voice News is to communicate information 10 all members of the
Inland Empire.
Stories published in The Black Voice News do not necessarily renec1 the policies nor the opinions
of the pubbshers. The Black Voice News is audited by the Certification Verification Publications Service
(CVPS) We have over 35,000 readers per week.
The Black Voice News is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers Association and the
National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA). We reserve the right 10 edit or rewrite all stories
subriuned for publication.
CREDO OF THE BLACK PRESS
The Black Press believes that America can best lead the world away from racial and national
antagonisms when it accords to every person, regardless of race, color or creed, full human and legal
rights. Hating no person, feari ng no person, the Black Press strives 10 help every person in the firm
belief that all are hun as long as anyone is held back.
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The
Jacki e
Robins :Jn '
Foundation and NIKE, nc.
today announced the creation of
the Ennis Cosby Scholarship
Fund, to be administered by the
Foundation and awarded to
minority undergraduate students
pursuing a career in the
education of youth with learning
differences.
"Certain teachers are truly
gi fted: They have a way of
communicating, of imparting
passion, know ledge and love
that can change individual lives
forever," said NIKE Chairman
and Chief Executive Office r'
Philip H . Kni g ht at a
NIKETOWN New York City
ceremony announcing the
scholarship. "Tragically, the
world recently lost one such
teacher, Ennis Cosby, who had
committed his life to changing
lives by teaching kids who, like
him, are overcoming learning
disabilities. This scholarshiP.
aims to put more teachers like
Ennis in the classroom."
NIKE has donated $100,000
to establish the Ennis CosbYt
Scholarship Fund through the
Jackie ~obinson Foundation and
has challenged other companies
and individual s to help
contribute and keep this legacY,
alive. Cosby, the son 0€
comedian Bill Cosby, earned hi
Master's Degree in teaching at
Columbia Teachers College and
was devoting his life to helping
c hildre n
with
learning
differences. A good frie nd of
Rache l and Jackie Robinson,
Bill Cos by has c haired th e
annual Jackie Robinson
Foundation dinner for almost
two decades.
"This tremendously generous
c halle nge g ift from NIKE is
e speciall y significant at this
time, " L eonard S . Co leman,
c hairman of th e Jackie
Robinson Founda ti on a nd
pres ident of the National
League of Professional Baseball
Clubs said. "JRF has launched
an endowment campaign during
this 50th Anniversary Year that
will allow us to ex pand ou
scholarship program and ensure

Phil Knight, Nike founder and Rachel Robinson and family watching the debut
of Nike's ad tribute to Jackie Robinson at Nike Town in New York.

the infrastructure necessary in
order to fulfill the Foundation's
mission. The leadershi p NIKE
has demonstrated and th e
c hallenge it has extended to
other corporate entiti es and
individuals will cont ri but e
immensely to our endowment
goal."
The Jackie Robinson
Foundation Annual Awards

yearly for the next four years.
For the dinner, NIKE als o
produced a video which
demonstrates the impact Jackie
made both on and off the field
and his legacy that lives through
the Foundation . T he sports
co mpany a lso produced a
co mme morative "Bre ak ing
Barriers" baseball bat for dinner
guests.
Dinner
Tax deductible donations to
On the fiftieth anniversary of the Jackie Robinson Foundation
Jackie Robinson's breaking the or to th e E nnis Cosby
color barrier in Major League Scholarship Fund may be made
Baseball , the Jackie Robinson to:
David Robinson (Jackie Robinson 's
Foundation's (JRF's) annual
TheJackieRobinsonFoundation
son) meets David Robinson, San
Antonio Spurs center.
dinner at New York's Waldorf3 West 35th Street
Astoria Hotel has raised over $1
New York, NY 10001
million this year. NIKE
(212) 290-8600
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer Philip H. Kni ght is the
Employee Fired After Complaint Filed
chairman of this year's dinner,
on D ec . 16 whe n William
Continued from Front Page
whic h honors A rc hbishop·
Desmond Tutu and T ime- refused to give her last name. Voncal, the auto dealer's sales
Warner chairman Gerald Levin.
And, she would not put a call manager, asked him if Taylor
JRF provides education and through to Jan Taylor, the Black said anything about him.
" I kn ow that N ***** said
leade rship
de ve l opme nt woman whom Roullo reported
some
thing about me," Roullo
opportunities for minority was the object of racial slurs
quoted
Voncal as saying. Then
youths with strong capabilities from Voncal on both December
and limited financial resources. 16, 1996 and January 24, 1997. on Jan. 24, Roullo says in his
Each year the foundation gives Voncal also declined to return complaint th at whe n he told
Voncal that he was taking some
fo ur-year college scholarship this reporter's call.
awards to 40-45 outstanding
According to anonymous papers up to Taylor, the sales
high school seniors with limited sources, once when the mother manager allegedly asked : "Is
finan cial resources . Because of Roullo's son, Corman called that N***** talking about me
JRF makes a four-year to say the child was very ill, she again?"
Roullo says in his complaint
commitment, a tot al of allegedly refused to take or pass
that
when ·he told Taylor what
approximately 14 0 Jackie on th e message . She also
Voncal
said, "she started crying
Robinson
Scholars
a re refused to allow the Black Voice
and
thanked
me for telling her.
supported annuall y. Research News to take a photo of Voncal
She said William had said
reveals th at 92 pe rce nt of and Burcroff.
stude nts selec ted as J RF
According to the complaint things to her before, but she did
scholars graduate from college.
filed by Roullo, a porter at Tom not know if it was just her
NIKE has pledged $250,000 Bell, he had just returned from (being paranoid). She told me
in scholarship funds to sponsor takin g Jan Taylor, the office that it all made sense to her
four Jackie Robinson Scholars manager, to the Ontario Airport now."

-
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High Blood Pressure Higher
in Blacks than Whites
Black Voice News

If you're an African
American, there's a good
chance that you or one of your
relatives have high blood
pressure.
One in every three African
Americans suffers from high
blood pressure. Between 70 and
79 percent of older African
Americans have it.
High blood pressure is the
number one preventable cause
of about 60,000 excess deaths
annually among African
Americans as compared to
Whites. High blood pressure
also tends to develop earlier in
African Americans than in
Whites and is generally more
severe.
"There's no known reason
for the high incidence of high
blood pressure in African
Americans," says the president
of the American Heart

Our Bodies

;:~: .
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Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.D.
F.A.C.P.,F.A.C.P.M.

There is a threat of HepatitisA contaminated frozen desserts
prepared in the United States
with strawberries from Mexico
being di stributed under th e
Federal Surplus Food Programs
to schools and other groups in
various states.
Viral Hepatitis-A, formerly
known as infectious Hepatitis, is
transmitted person to person by
the fecal oral route. Common
so urce outbreaks have bee n
related to food contaminated by
infected food handlers. Food
fertil ized with human feces
(night-soil) is a potential source.
The incubation period or
time it takes for the virus to
grow in th e body and cau se
symptoms is a fun ction of the
quantity of virus transmitted

Family Talks

·Ancient philosophers envied
mathematicians. Math (e .g.
Geometry) had seed information called axioms. Like having a solid foundation for
building a sky-sc rapper ,
axioms were fou nd ations of
truths that gave rise to wise
judgements. What made Math
so nice was the step-by-step
method of building knowledge.
. In the event of error, the steps
could be retraced all the way
back to its foundation in order
to update, modify, or replace
information . F urthermore,
numbers had a fixed and firm
value unaffected by the mood
of their users -- 7 always meant
7 in calculations and not occasionally 8 or 3. Philosophers
wanted this same certainty and
to keep from looking like they

Association. "But race, heredity
and age are known risk factors.
Being overweight and using
excessive amounts of salt are
two avoidable risk factors .
C learly, those already at risk
because of race n eed to be
particularly vigilant about those
risk factor s which can b e
modified. "

Heart
American
The
Association suggests that all
Americans, regardless of race,
know the risks of high blood
pressur e and follow these
important steps:
• Know your blood pressure
and have it checked regularly.
• Know what your ideal
weight should be and keep it

Mother Was Right, Wash
Your Hands
and varies from 15 to 50 days.
An individual with Hepatitis-A
virus can infect others during
the later half of their incubation
period until approximately one
week after they become jaundiced (yellow eyes and skin) or
their acute di sease peaks .
Subsequently they no longer
have th e potential to spread
their virus to others, usually via
their feces.
Infants and children, when
infected, develop the acute disease and usually have no symptoms. They are not aware that
they are ill. Acute symptoms
develop more commonly the
older you get with fever ,
malaise, weakness or lethargy,
loss of appetite, nausea, abdominal discomfort and jaundice.
The acute ep isode is usuall y
mild and las ts one to two
weeks. In some cases, in the
older population, a severe disabling disease may last several
month s. The fata lity rate for
Hepatitis-A is low (about 0.6%)
and occurs in the older population wh o have a debilitating
and/or fulminate course.
The infected individual

develops lifelong immunity to
Hepatitis-A virus.
Passive immunity, that is
immunity with hyperimmune
Con tinued from Front Page
globulin s (whi ch is prepared
police send notices about his
under strict FDA supervision
flight to the FBI and local police
and is safe as you can get it)
agencies nationally?
should be given as soon as pos•Whe n the y were re leased
sible after exposure or withi n
fr o m jai l why were some of
the first two weeks after expotheir
we apon s return ed? The
sure to assist the body's defense
and' response to the onslaught.of , police said they were ordered by
the court to return them. But the
the virus.
residin g j ud ge in the case
Prevention of further s ead
disputed
that. He indicated that
is a function of preventii'lg furhe auth orized release of their
ther consumption of the susweapons only after the District
pec ted contaminated food .
Prevention of further spread by
those infected is a function of
doing what mother preac he s,
"wash your hands with soap and
water after each and every time
you defecate or urinate."
Dr. Levister welcomes reader
mail concerning their body bur
reg rets that he is unable to
answer individual Leners. Your
Attorney "agreed" to the release
letter will be incorporated imo
and the po lice had "no
the column as space permits.
objection" to their release. So
You may direct your letters to
Dr. Levister in care of Voice
who did what? And why?
News, P.O. Box 1581,
•When other White males are
Riverside,CA 92502.
arrested on weapons charges and
police confi scate th eir banned
firearms, what charges are filed
against them? How vigorously
are th ey p rosecut e d ? If the
ch arges a re subsequently
dropped, are their guns returned
to them?
as to whether it dij:l or did not
•Whe n young White males,
prove the point in dispute.
who
are repeat offe nders are
Example : "the proposition that
arrested and again convicted of
all persons are created equal."
serious crimes, how many
Such unproven statements temactually receive and serve their
porarily accepted as true were
prison sentences? How many
called propositions, assumpa re a llow ed to ple a barg~in
tions, supposes, theorems, and,
especially in Math, postulates.
'
In s ummary, the original
meaning of maxim was a cerContinued from Front Page
tain fact so e le mental that it ·
side
labor attorney, Chair of the
could not be reduced to anyM exican Museum Board of
thing simpler. Besides, it was
Tru
stees, member of the DNC
so true as to meet with univerNational
Platform Committee,
sal agreement. In the absence
The
C
linton/Gore
Finance
of maxims, assumptions were
C
ommittee,
a
nd
has
ha d
substituted for triggering the
extensive representation of nonre asoning process and then
profits in all aspects of carrying
pushing out oth er (assumed)
out and meeting fiduciary duties.
truths for later rej ection or
Sal azar-Hobson is also a
acceptance. Therein is the
C ommi ssi one r on the San
point in considering any seriFrancisc o Human R e la tions
ous message: always ask if the
Commission and is the author of
information is true or assumed
numerous law review articles on
and use the answer as a guide
American la bor law and
for further research. Incideninternational art law.
tally, note above the different
Lopez-Workman coordinate d
meanings of the word "propothe Southern California portion
sition ."
of Salazar-Hobsons successful
campaig n whi ch marke d the

Maxim Truths vs.
Assu med Truths.
were copying math, they substituted the synonym "Maxim"
for axiom. Representing a single idea of "absolute" truth,
maxims w e re ideal for the
major premise in a syllogism
argument. Each of the 3 parts
of the syllogism, which worked
as a team, was called a Proposition. Since numbers were
to math what concepts were
to philosophy, the function of
propositions in syllogisms was
similar to that of an equation;
following a logical process, it
applied concepts to a specific
problem.
Despite difficulty in getting
fixed definitions for concepts,
philosophy's use of the axiom
pattern of math worked well at
first. However, as philosophers made greater and greater
distinctions in self-evident
truths, there were not enough
maxims for all the arguments
that were cropping up. Hence,
philosophers asked for a truth
to be assumed in the major
premise in order to begin argument or scientific investigation

near that level.
• Don't smoke.
• Eat less fried food.
• Use less butter, oils, and
fats in cooking.
• Eat more chicken and fish
and limit red meat intake.
• Eat more fruit and
vegetables. Avoid or limit
alcohol intake. Eat whole grain
cereals, rice and breads. Use
low-fat or skim milk dairy
products.
• Don' t use salt during
cookin g or before tasting.
Substitute herbs and spices as
food flavoring.
High blood pressure can be
controlled .
For
more
information, contact the
American Heart Association,
USA number for the nearest
heart association in your city at:
1-800-AHA-USA l.
The
Ame rican
Heart
Association is the n at ion 's
largest voluntary health agency
dedicated to the reduction of
disability and death from heart
and blood vessel diseases,
which annually kill almost one
million Americans.

mformat100 _al)out,how to fight heart-d.isease,ao·d stroke in AfricanAmericaris: ,·, ,. , ~- <,jf':,, .,r,,:,.,;;;; "\;/ : .. ,:,
,. ,- . · :' -;~: :,
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Why Are So Few White Males Behind Bars?
lesser sentences, receive
probation , community service,
are fined and make restitution,
are referred to di version or
rehabilitation programs, or are
placed under house monitoring?
The North Hollywood bandits
are probably not the exception.
In 1990 , 32,000 more young
White juveniles were arrested
for murder, forcible rape,
robbery and assault than young
Blacks. Yet more Blacks than

According to annual FBI ·uniform
Crime Reports since 1991, more Whites
are arrested for murder, rape, robbery,
assault and drug related crimes than
Blacks
Whites were imprisoned an'd
more Blacks than Whites were
tried as adults.
In 1991, more than 70 percent
of males arrested were White,
and 25 percent were Black. But
between arrest, trial and prison
many seemed to disappear from
the system. Only 35 percent of
Whites were held in custody
while 44 percent of the Blacks
were held.
According to annual FB I
Uniform Crime Re ports since
1991, more Whites are arrested
for murder, rape , robbery,
assault and drug related crimes
than Bl acks, but they are less
likely to be imprisoned· than
Blacks . T he gaping disparity

arrest
and
between
imprisonment is greatest in
California. Although Blacks are
seven percent of the populatipn,
they account for 20 percent, of
felony arrests, and 31 percent of
those imprisoned. By COl)trast,
Whites are 53 percent of the
population and account fo'r 3
percent of felony arrests , but
only 29.5 percent of those are
imprison e d . Blacks are 4 .7
times likelier to be arrested than
Whites and 7 .8 times more
likely to be incarcerated.
Even if we accept the
argument
that
Black s
disproportionately commit m.ore
crimes than Whites, and avoid
muddying the issue by claiming
a racial taint to the enforcement
of California's three strikes law,
it still does not explain why so
many few e r Whites th a t are
convicted of fe lony crimes are
impri soned than Blacks w,ho
commit similar crimes.
If the answer is le gal
incompetence ,
official
indiffe re nce o r rac ism, we
should say so. As the trai ic
e vents in North Hollywopd
proved, when violent offenders
no matter what their color are
allowed to s lide through the
legal cracks, we all pay a heavy
and deadly price.
Dr. Earl Ofari Hutchinson: is
the
a uthor
of
" Th e
Assassination of the Black Male
Image " and "B eyond O.J.:
Race, Sex and Class: Lessons
for America."

Latinos Vow to Stop Divide & Conquer Tactics
historical first-time election of a
Latino to the second most
powerful position in the State
Democrati c Pa rty. Lopez Workman also participated in the
campai g n of cau cus me mber
Alexandra Rooker. Rooker won
election to the office of Southern
California Vice Chair for the
State Party. Lopez-Workman
also participated in the campaign
of cau cus member Alexandra
Rooker. Rooker won election to
the office of Southern California
Vice Chair for the State Party.
A political public relations and
issue management consultant,
Lopez-Workman is the Chair of
th e 64th As sembly Distric t
Committee, former Democratic
County Committee Chair, a

Commissioner on the Riverside
C ity
Human
Relation s
Commission, member of LEPAC
(Law Enforcement Poli c y
Advisory Committee) a member
of th e Thursday Group,
American GI Forum, The Urban
League and a host of other
community organizations.
Alon g with the electi o n'. of
c aucus me mber, Se nator ~rt
Torres (ret.) to a full term: as
C ha ir of the Califorhi a
Demo cratic Party, Antonio
Salazar- Hobson to Party
Controller and Alex Rooker. to
Southern Vice Chair of the Party,
members elected a full slat~ of
caucus officers.
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Economy Improving, Children's Health Suffers
Black Voice News

~

Loss of Child Health
Insurance, Growing
Child Abuse and
.Neglect, and Child Gun
Deaths Overshadow
. Improvements in Teen
:Births,
Infant
Mortality,
and
Immunization
Record numbers of uninsured
, children, dramatic increases in
' child abuse and neglect, and
rising c hild firearm deaths
prompted Children's Defense
'. Fund (CDF) President Marian
· wright Edelman to warn that "if
America does not stand up now
for its children, it will not stand
strong in the new millennium."
"If America's children are to
grow up educated and productive,
they must have a healthy start in
life -- with the health coverage
they need to grow and thrive,
healthy communities that allow
· them to walk safely to school,
and the opportunity to learn
unimpaired by untreated vision,
hearing, and health problems and
by violence, abuse, and neglect,"
Edelman said.
" It is
unconscionable that every day in
America, 16 c hildren die from
:gu nfire, 8 ,042 c hildren are
):eported abused or neglected, and
;3,300 children lose private health
'.insurance."
. CDF's annual report, The State
.

of America's Children Yearbook
1997, analyzes child and family
well-being in a range of areas .
The report notes several years of
encouraging improvements in
key indicators including teen
birth rates, youth homicide arrest
rates, and immunization rates. In
the introduction to the report,
Edelman calls for urgent action at
all levels to protect chi ldren
against eroding health coverage
and growing abuse and neglect.
She writes that CDF's priority in
1997 will be to raise public
awareness about what children
need to get a healthy start in life,
including health coverage for the
nation's 10 million uninsured
children in working families, as
well as protection of the
Medicaid safety net for millions
of children and pregnant women.
"Child health coverage is a
solvable concern that will make a
difference in the lives of millions
of children,': Edelman said. "It is
long past time for America to
give every child a healthy start

and we urge the President, the
Congress, states, and business
leaders to give every child health
coverage now." The new report
reveals that:
Nearly 10 million American
children - a record number - lack
health insurance. (Nine out of ten
uninsured children li ve in
working families.) About 1.2
million children will lose private
health insurance each year.
Unless action is taken now, 12.6
million children will be uninsured
by the year 2000.
Child protection agencies
confirmed the abuse or neglect of
996,000 chi ldren in 1995 (most
recent data available) - about 112
children every hour - an almost
25 percent increase since 1990.
The number of children in foster
care hit 468,000 in 1994 - a 16
percent increase since 1990.
An American child dies from
gunfire every 92 minutes. U .S.
children under 15 die from
gunfire at a rate 12 times higher
than the combined rates of 25
other industrialized countries.
With one in five children
livin g below the poverty line,
children remain the poorest group
of citizens in America. Although
economic recovery has begun to
show inroads against ch ild
poverty with the number of poor
children fallin g -- from 15 .3
million in 1994 to 14.7 million in
1995 - the child poverty ra,te
remain s much higher than in
other
western
industria l
democracies and almost twi ce
that of adults (21 percent

.

:Inland Empire Ad Club Awards Area Best
Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

The Inland Empire Ad Club
: recently hosted it's annual
t American Advertising Awards
;show with this year's theme,
iiTreasures of the Inland
Empire.' "The show lived up to
its moniker with laughter, good
food a nd excellent works by
individuals and companies in
the Inland Empire," said
. Victoria Sietz, Inland Empire
Ad C lub president and
. California State University San
Bernardino
Advertising
. professor.
The American Advertising
Awards showcases excellence in
advertising . "As a part of the
Ameri can
Advertising
Federation, winners o.f the Best
. of Show and the '1,\.ddy,' are
automatical ly entered in the
district competition. Winners of
the district competition move on
to nationals. In addition to the
Best of Show and the "Addy"
awards are the Award s of
Excellence, given to candidates
whose design shows exemplary
results in its given category, and
the Awards of Merit, which are
presented to exceptional
entrees" said Sietz.
Jud gi n g for the Ameri can
Advertising Awards was
conducted by advertising peers
from ~:mtside the Inland Empire.
Pieces are evaluated on the ir
effectiveness in communicating

There's Only One
Rational Reason For
Not Advertising in
The Black Voice
News.
',: You've Already
Have More
Business Than You
Can Handle.
Call Today

: The Black Voice News
(909) 682-6070

their message, design, layout
a nd other e l ements that
co ntribute to a great piece.
Amongst the judges this year
were advertising greats Marc
Bennett of Bennett/Novak,
Cheri Ramey of Ramey
Communications, Susan
Trimble of Alan Litho, Susan
Sabel of Sabel Desig ns , Al
Larranaga of the San Diego
Tribune, and Marcia Murray.
"Of the a lmo st 200 entries
submitted here are the winners!
Congratulations to all of you you deserve it," said Sietz.

AWARDS

OF

MERIT

Bourns , Inc: Five Ten:
Geographies: The Business
Press: Impac t Enterprises:

Over I 6,000 Applicants will be at the
National Orange Show Events Center

Wed., Ma

7th

&

Oct. 8 th '97

Inland Color Graphics: Cactus
Graphix: Inter-Valley Health
Plan : The Landon Agency:
McMonigle & Associates: P.
Design: Quinn Lamb Media'.(. ,
Sioux Designs: The Vaugb{ n
Group: Visual Impact: Waller
Design : Winter Graphics
South: Inland Empire Business
Journal: San Manuel Indian
Bingo & Casi n o: Uber
Advertising & Public Relations:
Highpoint Digital: Publishing
Solutions: Jane Wycoff:
Claremont School of Theology:
Loma Linda University Health
System Marketing Team: M K
Walker Advertising, Marketing
and Public R e lation s: Dee
Barber: Michae l Maul

compared with 11 percent).
Although teenage childbearing
has declined since 1991, a
growing portion of births are to
unmarried teens. In 1994, only
one in four teen mothers was
married. However, the birthrate
among unmarried Black girls
declined in 1994 for the third
consecutive year.
Only one in four American
children graduates from college.
U.S . high school graduation rates
are no longer improving - one in
seven children does not receive a
high school dip loma or the
equivalent by age 24.
CDF's report warned that the
nation's ability to build on some
of the recent progress or address
some of the most urgent
problems facing chi ldren is
threatened on many fronts by the
1996 welfare law. Every family
using food stamps to help feed its
children will see benefits reduced
or terminated. Child and family
homelessness is likely to increase
as benefit cutoffs exacerbate the
federal government's retreat from
housing assistance. And greater
economic stress among families
may lead to an even greater
increase in the number of cases of
child abuse and neglect.

f~PY8 W.lUPr9gr./l-r,n~;t ·•·· ·.·• at.ego9es.. ·' Executiv~ .Officer for the
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Waste

D istrict at (909) 275-4366
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Overstocked Sale at
Purple Tiger Ltd™

IN T//£ IMMEPIATF

FcJtclllE •••

Due
to
overstocked
inventory, Purple Tiger Ltd™
will be holding a 'S prin g
Clearance" sale with 80% off
ever y thing, 20% off on
Sandicast Sculptures in stock.
The sale will continue until
May 3, 1997 or until everything
i§ gone.
Purple Tiger is located at
3595 Un iversity Avenue,
Riverside, (909) 78-TIGRR.

OUR COMMITMENT IS TO OUR CLIENTS

Let Us
Invest In
Your
Future
.,,......................... .

Get

AFREE BIKE!

Calf f909f 888-4571 to Recruit

Mature African-Americans
With High Blood Pressure

✓ Retirement Planning
✓ Investment Planning
✓ Estate Planning
✓ College Planning
✓ Tax Planning
To Enhance Your Retirement Years ...

Call Me Now!

Inland Empire lnves-tm,e:nt Advisors
1

Workshops and Seminars for financial planning available
.. ,
Call for schedules

,,

Be part of a nationwide research prog ram sponsored
by the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute of
the National Institutes of Health that will help identify
the best medici ne for preventing heart attacks and
strokes in African-Am erica ns aged 55 and above.
As a participant, you will receive medicine that is
currently used to treat high blood pressure .
To be considered for participation, you should:
• Be at least 55 years old
• Hove high blood pressure
• Hove one other risk factor for having a heart attack or stroke,
such as diabetes, heart disease or be a current cigarette smoker

Qualifying participants receive FREE high blood
pressure medicine for up to S years.

OUR MISSION:
At Inland Empire Investment Advisors is to offer
investment, tax, estate and retirement planning . This is
accomplishe d through the comprehensive, dynamic
imple m e ntation of your Fin ancial P la n with the
assistance of licensed securities representative, Rex
Jackson. In this role, we assume responsibility for your
best inte rests and aim to he lp you define and acquire the
financial services and products you need. This w i ll be
done on an ongoing basis in order to fully implem e nt
your personal financial m anagement system.

For more information, please call toll free, 8am - 5pm

1·888-HEART·OK
1·888·432-7865
l

Linsco/Private Ledger
Membe r NASD/SIPC

225 W. Hospitality Lane, Suite 200 * San Bernardino, C A 92408
1-800-343-1861 * (909) 884-55 19 FAX: (909) 884-8059
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Everything you
need ...
For anywhere you go

Caeser's

Barber
S.hop

• Business Travel
• Luggage
Visit our travel store at Galleria at Tyler, near TGI Fridays entrance

Store Hours:

(909) 352-5000

or Call :

for Residential A
Notary Pub!
Property Manag
Real Estate Sales &

141 Foothill Blvd.
Rialto , CA 92376

Mon. - Fri. 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sat.
10:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.m.

(Foothill & Ri verside Ave.)

3585 Main St.,

••••••••

CilESCENT
CITY CREOLE

GRAND OPENING

RESTAURANT

~ April 18, 1997 ~

9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montc lair, CA 91763

Riverside CA
(909) 784-1

• Food/Drink • Clowns for Kids • Live Band
• Door Prizes • Def Jam Comedians
* ENJOY A MINI HAIR SHOW*

Autograph signing from NFL Pittsburg
Steeler .Charles Johnson

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

·SRE<JT.AetJ:EDmi•SAEEOE.·T.HE¼1iEAR:•

(909) 482-0566

~ ~ }·, .•!)

(Montelalr)
Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

~

~

u
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LEARN TO PLAY THE EASY FUN WAY!

on packages to one of ten Sandals Resorts in:

IMMEDIATE USE. No NOTES TO READ!
STANDARD

&

Jamaica • Antigua •
Baha a • St ucia
~a~.son ~agonlit .

CONTEMPORARY GOSPEL!

909-873-4621

·

1286 Gaileria At ryier
Riverside, CA 92503

Now Open!

mission
bar-b-que

YALCDESIGN

palace
3646 Mission Inn
Riverside, CA 92501

Fa m i l y

Dr. Lloyd B. Walker

(909) 875-1299

106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA (Corner of Rialto Ave.)

LeVIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms Working Together
We ·w ill refer you to an attorney that specializes in
whatever your legal needs might be . We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

(800) 995-4724
(909) 686-9701
(909) 686-9938

hrbv•n-BcautySalow

' ---..-.S-PW_Al_tZ_lMO"""""_ _ _
FADES (ALL TYPES)
AFROS
TEXTU RIZER S
BEARD TRIMS
SHAVES

24 Hour
Crisis/Suicide
Intervention Hotline

Barber Stylist - Rose

•

~

Information and
Referral
Weekdays 8-5
~ •~ ...••✓;<--------

z

686-HELP

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates AvailahlP

A program of the Volunteer Center of
Greater Riverside

~~
'~
BEAUTY SALON

=.._p_

1: ~i:~1t¥~J~g~~~~~j~!

Member of the Assoc.
Body Work & Massage
Professionals

·:x•,,:-:-:,,.,,·,.,,,·:,,,:: c:,,,,,,c:c,,,;;,,,,,,,i•,,,,

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Licensed by
City of Riverside

CALL 909-683-1468

Tuesday & Wednesday Only

~

CURLS
RELAXERS
PRESS-N-CURL
EYEBROW ARCH
STYLE CUTS

experience ...a touch of

HELPiine
- -•.•• w •••••••••·•• •~•- -

A FREE SERVICE !

Dr. Robert Williams

Hours: M, T, TH, F: 9-6 P.M./
W:10-7 P.M./ SAT: By Appointment

Call For Your Appointment Today!

Catering Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any Time
YOU' RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

HAIR DESIGNS

1385 Blaine Street
(behind K-Mart)
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-4942

Centre

Dental Lab O Premises
Same Day ~pair
Most Insurance Accepted
Children & Seniors

.l. .

(909) 782-8219

RVR

Dental

African Fashions

General D ntistry

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 3 :00 p.m.
Wednesday-Thursday: 11 :00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday: 11 :00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

SUN & MON - Al"?T ONl.Y
9-6 W ES . f;!U

presents

TRI-STAR

Featuring
Down home
cookin'

.\H SAT

e

Relaxer Touch-Up
ONLY

$35.00

R EG.

$50

N OT TO BE U SED WITH A NOTHER PROMOTION - EXTRA FOR
LONG HAIR - V ALID W ITH THIS C OUPON ONLY EXPIRES

1338 Massachussetts Ave ..
Riverside, CA 92507

Dowe, Barnes & Associates, L.L.P.
Attorneys at Law

24173 P OSTAL AVE.
MORENO VALLEY, CA

04/30/97

Call For Appl

924-2800
23080 D-220 Ale.,~a ntlro Bini • \lorl'no \';ilk1.·

l- !~l~;~~!~!~1!~~,~~:i~1:1~~I!:;•~
.-.-...........

:??\t?tf{

??J:if/f(fi

!Ilfi&ili;EJL
....
:. e12e~1s11111 .l'a~ - ''·- .,

Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits
Dresses
(Silk X-tra)

2.50

$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00

,,

C:.\ (~09) 656-413,1 . ·'

NeJtt to Garhc Rose
and Don Jose

SPECIAL

8
¥
l> <I ~ ~
! .="" ~ · -==~·___:C!
:::.j
~ ___:r'.:.j__
~

.g

DRAPERY
Per Pleat Lined

Alessandro

W E O P F J;lA ' f n t

TAKE DOWN &

~

9 9 ¢ REHAG EXTRA

rw ,N

PLANT
ON PREMISES

Must present coupon with incoming
orders, not valid with other offers.

ONE DAY CLEANING SERVIC E • ONE DAY ALT ERAT ION

S ERVICE

MASTER TAILOR ON SITE
~trrt:\:::;:ftt\i~=::::::::::::=:~:=~-~. ::::::·

1

-:❖~:-:·

~ .....

.

For all your legal needs including contract negotiations,
immigration law and administrative hearings
Low Cost Legal Service
Free Initial Consultation
Judge Pro-Tern
Fonner Deputy District Attorney
Registered Nurse
- A CCEPT ALL MAJOR C REDIT C ARDS

4129 Main St., #200
Riverside, CA 92501
Ph. (909) 369-0272
Fax (909) 369-0273

Victorville
Ph. (619) 241-0889
Fax (909) 369-0273

COUNSELING &
PSYCHOTHERAPY

T

Jewel Carte r Thompson, LCSW

Samuel E. Dey, Jr. , M.D .
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

"Someone Who Cares"
5015 Canyon Crest Drive Suite 106 • Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 424-2229
Evening • Weekend Appointments

Office Hours
By Appointment

3400 Central Avenue , #3 10
riverside, CA 9250 6
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Ambassador of Rwanda To
Stop For Gospel Concert

7th Family Friends Day To Be Held
Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE
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PERRIS
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Rev. Paul Mumford

Dr. Theogene
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udaslngwa and.Pastor Curtis McCullom

Excitement permeates the
atmosphere of the Perris Church
of Christ as they prepare for the
arrival of a very special guest.
The special guest is the
Ambassador of the Republic of
Rwanda,
Dr.
Theo gene
Rudsingwa.
Sunday, April 27, is going to
be very special for the Perris
Church of Christ and the City of
Perris. A special presentation
will be made to the ambassador.
There will also be a musical
presentation during the Sunday
School period. The musical will
include the Perris Singers and
other groups. Sunday School
will begin at 9:00 a .m. and
worship is at 10:10 a.m.
"This visit is a gesture of
appreciation to the Perris Church
of Christ and the Perris Singers
from January of this year," said
McCullom the pastor. "We met
Dr. Rudsingwa while we were in
Washington for the Presidential
Inaugural Ball," he explained.
He _continued, "We pledged to
help the Four-D Success

Academy, Inc. rebuild Rwanda."
Dr. Rudsingwa promised then his
desire to come to the Inland
Empire.
In honor of his coming, many
activities are planned besides the
church visit. Saturday, April
26th at the Performing Arts
Theater at California State
Polytechnic University-Pomona,
there will be a cultural exchange
program . This program will
begin at I :00 p.m. The public is
invited and the admission is free.
Rwanda has been devastated
by war and a massacre that left
more than 800,000 dead in a
matter of days. The attention of
the world is turned to Rwanda,
the Perris Church alone with
many other organizations have
pledged to rebuild this country.
"Fundamentally, we want to
share the gospel of Christ and
build health clinics and schools,"
said McCullom.
The Perris Church of Christ is
located at 279 " D" Street in
Perris . For more information,
please call (909) 557-543.

New Joy Baptist Church will
celebrate their Seventh Annual
Family and Friends day Sunday,
April 27th at 10: 15 a .m. and
4:00p.m.
The Hospitality Committee
extends a cordial invitation and
welcome to everyone.
Speaking at the 10: 15
worship will be Pastor Paul S.
Munford at 4:00 p.m. Reverend

Kevin Brown and St. John
Baptist Church of Riverside
will be special guests. Rev.
Brown will bring the message
and music rendered by their
choir.
Christian Family Values and
Priorities will be highlighted
during each service.
In addition, on Saturday,
May 10th from 3:30 - 6:30 p.m.
New Joy will present "A
Mother's Day Fashion Show"
of diversified and fashionable
designs featuring Dorothy
Brooks' Production Modeling
Troope.
New Joy is located at 5694
Jurupa Avenue, Riverside. For
more information, please call
(909) 779-0088 or 686-4824.

SAN BERNARDINO

The Miracle Deliverance Full
Gospel Church, pastored by
Dennis Morgan Brown , will
hold it's Second Appreciation
Services for the pastor and
wife.
Services began on April 11th
of last week and cont inue;
April 18th at 7:00 p .m. and
April 20th at 5:00 p.m.
Guest pastors will be Pastor
Michael Taylor, Open Arms
Fellowship ; Pastor J ames
Miller, End Time Prophetic
Ministries; Pastor Ward, Trinity
Mission C .O .G .I.C; an d Dr.
Herman Hubbard, Community
Baptist Church.
The church is locate 1a t
at
24261 East 5th Street, an
For more information , call
Bernardino,
one-block e / t of
State
' Waterman Ave., in the hurch (909) 820-0988.
Black Voice News
All Ministers wives and their
with the Spanish sign in front.
SAN BERNARDINO
husbands and minister's widows
T
h
e
are invited to attend. All other
Ministers
non-clergy are welcomed to
Wives
and
WELCOME ALL CULTURES IN EVERY NATION
attend the "Roaring 20's"
Ministers
To
luncheon for $20.00 per person
Widows will
and "Our Touch of Class
be hosting the
Banquet" for $35 per person.
Come hear Pastor Chuck
·California • ·'"'"'
A~~
Association of Pastor Chuck
Singleton of Loveland speak the
Mi ni ste rs
Singleton
word of God at the banquet.
A Pentecostal Holiness Ministry
Wives and Ministers Widows
For registration and ticket
3310 Lime Street Downtown
19th Annual State Conference information, contact (909) 873P.O. Box 5037
April 17th - 20th, 1997.
2313.
Riverside, CA 92501-5037
(909) 784-HOLY or 686-8240 - FAX

Pastor Chuck to Speak
and Widows Annual

Ministers Wives
Conference

Mt. Zion Lighthouse
Full Gospel Church

Annual Spring Revival at Amos Temple

Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Amos Temple C.M.E.
Church will hold their Annual
Spripg Revival April 28-30 at
Allen Chapel A.M.E. Church,
4007 Locust Street (corner of
10th & Locust), Riverside at
7:00 p.m.

It's a Must! The Christian Disciples the ever popular Inland Empire
Male Vocalists will celebrate their 14th Anniversary., April I 9th ,
5:30 PM at Temple M.B. Church, 1583 W. Union St., S.B. Come
hear the Pittsburgh All-Stars of Oakland and the Kings of Harmony,
S.B. along with many other soul-stirring gospel groups. Bring your
·oy-be's and wear your shoutin' shoes as we glorify the Lord.

Rev. W. Edward Lockett of
Houston, Texas will be the
guest evangelist.
There will be good singing
and excellent preaching. For
more information, contact
Amos Temple at (909) 6831567.
Rev. Raymond F.
Williams is the pastor.

i

WEEKLY SERVICES
Monday-Friday Neighborhood
Intercessory Hour of Prayer
12Noon
7:00p.m.
Wednesday in-depth Bible Core Study
7:00p.m.
Friday Holy Worship Service
Sunday School
9:45a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Holy Worsrup
Sunday Holy Evangelist Service
7:00p.m.
2nd Friday Night Monthly Neighborhood
Intercessory Open Door Prayer
10:30 p.m. - 6:00 a.m.
Pastor Clarence R. Williams, Jr.

Perris Church Of Christ

, ..,~

Visit a Church of your
choice.
Tell them you saw them in
The Black
Voice News

279 "D" Street
Perris, California 92570

Victory Temple Worship
Center
9559-A N. Center Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 941-2222

SERVICE TIMES:
9:15 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:30p.m.
7:00p.m.

Christian Education Sun.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer

7:30p.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study

New!!! In Rialto

r,rnrnt• New Life Covenant Church ··
219 N . Riverside Avenue, Rialto 92376
(Services Held In The Woman 's Club Bldg.)
(909) 874-2417

Sunday Services
CHILDREN'S MINISTRY

9:30 a.m.

"A church dedicated to New Testament
style Teaching, Preaching and Worship"

BIBLE STUDY

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:

9:30a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible School
Morning Worship
Sunday Eve. Worship

9:00 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
6:00p.m.

Free Bible Lesson Course By Mail
Free Transportation
OFFICE: 657-5433 Mon. - Sat.
657-274 Sun
FAX: 657-2803

WORSHIP

11 :00a.m.

It Is Our
Aim To Grow
through the,
WORD

of Gob

Curtis McCullom, Senior
Minister
W. Osborn, Assistant Minister
W. Otis, Assistant Minister

'96 McDonald Gospelfest Choir
Competition Winners

presents

Breakthrough

REfAESHING SPRING TE:MPI.E

Church Of God In Christ
14340 Elsworth St., Suite 121-124
Moreno Valley, CA

Olun:h of God In (hrlst
(909) 784-0860

Weekly Order Qf Service

Sunday School
Morning Worship

2883 Mission Inn Avenue
Riverside. CA 92507
"A place where all may come and be refreshed"

9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

YPWW

5:30p.m.

Evening Worship

7:00p.m.

~I.U€EKI.YSEfMC§

Smdov

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 :00 a.m.
7:00p.m.

T~
Bible Studv

7:00p.m.

FtldosJ
Evangelistic Service

7:30p.m.

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME
SUNDAYS

12:30 · 1:30

PM

for

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD

(909) 597-7134
4195 CHINO HILLS PKWY 177
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

'

Life Church Of
God In Christ

BETHEL ~-1•~'.I.E
CHIJHCH
16262 Baseline Ave.
Fonta na , CA 92335
(909)350-940 I

CATHEDRAL
OF PRAISE

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard
Riverside, CA 92509
8: 00 a.m .
9:45 a.m .
10:45 a.m .

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday

ScHEDUL E OF
P astor Ron and LaVette Gibson

7:30pm

Come to Life . ..
it will change yours!

7:30 pm

Prayer: Tuesd ay-Friday 6:00 am, 12
noon, 7:00 pm

W ednesday

7 :00 p .m .

Pastoral Teachin g

Bible Study
Wednesday

Craig W. Johnson Pastor

8:00 am
11:00 am
7:00 pm

Early Worship Service
Mid-Morning Worsh ip
Evening Worship

Prayer Meeting
Wednesday

2591 Rubidou x
Riverside, CA
(909) 369-8742

(909) 684-LIFE

SUNDAY SERVICES
M orning Service
Sund ay School
Sunday Service
Wome n In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
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Friday

7 :30 p.m.

Ev angelistic Service

WEEKLY SERVICES

7 :00 p .m.

.,

Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

7:00 p.m.

Rev. Charles Br ooks

Church of God in Christ

AMOS TEMPLE

(Heb . 6:11 & 12)
2355 Pe nnsylvan ia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 222-4005

2008 Martin Luther King, Blvd.
Stratton Center -Temp. Location
Rivers ide, CA 92507
P.O . B o x 55010, R iversi de, CA 92517
(90 9).683-1567

Sunday School
Worship Service

W o rship Services
E arly S e rvice
8:00 a.m.
S unda y School
9:30 a.m.
M orning W orship
10:45 a .m.

9:30 a .m.
11 :00 a.m.
BIBLE STUDY

Tu es. Night
Fri. Nigh t

BLESSED
ASSURANCE

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p .m .

P r ayer a nd Bible S tudy
(1860 Chicago , Ste . #Gll, R iv ersid e)
Wedne s day
6:30 p.m.

Rev. Raymond F. Williams

"God is in the Blessing Business"

7:00 p .m .
7:00 p .m .

Thursday
Evan gelist Service

7:00 p .m .

4491 Kansas A venue
Ri v erside, CA 92507
(909) 653-3775

Weekly Servleu

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

L0 a.m.
M o rnin g W o rship
11 a. m .
T u esday Prayer M eeti n g &
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sunday Scho ol

Ml'lcan Methoolst
blsooDal ~hurdl
4009 Locu st (at 10th St.)
R ivers ide, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI

LACEYSUNDAY· FRIDAY AT
and

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL MUSIC
COUNTDOWN • THURSDAYS AT

9:30 a .

S u nday School

Mid-Morning Worship

6 PM

9 PM

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 430, Moreno Valley, CA
92556

.411en Chapel

(909) 684-7532

To

Our Motto:
LOV in action, shows up better
than LOV spoken

A venue S .D .A . C hurch

Riverside, CA 92502

HIGHWAY

Pastor Jerry E. J ohnson Sr.

S e r vices he ld at: Kansas

2911 Ninth St.

presents

Pastor
Craig W . Johnson

Ne,v Beginnings
Conununity
Baptist Chu1•eh

Second Baptist Church r - - - -- -~

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

;,,

Al l

9:30 a .m .
11:15 a .m.
6:00 p .m .
7:00 p .m .

Wednesday
Choir Re hearsal

SERVICE TIMES:

i·

..t 1

Sunday
Sunday School
Mornin g Worship
Y.P.W.W.
Evening Worship
Tuesday
Christian Education

8:00 a.m.
lla.m.
9:30 a.m.

Rev. Paul S. Munford,M . Div.
Sunday School
9 :15 a .m .
, • :, Morning W o rship
10:15 a .m .
: ,, Evening Workshop
6:00 p .m .
Tu esd ay Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
1'

-0

1 2p.m .
2:30p.m.
4:00 p .m .
7 :00 p .m.

200 Oasis Rd.
Pa lm Springs, CA 92262
(619) 325·1779

1355 W . 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

Sunday Worship
Services

Sunday
Midday Praise Serv ice
Equipping Minis tries
Afternoon Praise Service
Tuesday Selah Service

Lily Of The Valley Church
Of God In Christ

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
5694 Jurupa Avenue
Riverside , CA 92504
(909) 779-0088 - Office

SERVIC:~

§ CtiU )ULI:

N ursery Open
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Servias
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II
"Second in Name, First in Love"

Ot=

§1:l)VI Cl:S

Sunday Services
Sunday School
We dnesday Prayer &
Bible Study

10:00 a. m.
9 :00 a.m.
7:00 p .m.

Rev. Shermella Garr!'tt-Egson

call

Newly Organized

THE BOOK

The Living Word Baptist
Church

(909) 688-1570
VISIT A CHURCH OF YOUR
CHOICE. TELL THEM YOU
I

SAW THEM IN BLACK VOICE

OF A CTS

Schedule of Service

Sunday Praise & Worship .... ... .... ... ...... .. 12:00 p. m.
Wednesday Family Bible Study .... .. .... .. .. 6:30 p .m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ... .. .............. ... 7:30 p .m.

News

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410

Rev. F.D. Bullock
3431 Mt. Vernon Ave
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 788-9218
Theme: "Endeavoring to Increase the Population of
Heaven"
l'ushtr and llrs. llar,·e ~"~ Henn ,lon~-s

400-.,.

884-824 I

W EEKLY ORDER OF S ERVICE:
Prayer:
Tuesday - 9:30 a .m .
Thursd ay-5:30 p .m .
Friday- 10:00 a.m.
Bible Stu dy: Wednesday- 6:00 p.m.
S U NDAY SERVICES:

Sunday School
M orning Worship

9:45 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

Church Direetory Listing
Morning Worship:

Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Ivan Williams, Pastor
Fontana, Ca
·. (909) 822.4349

Perris Valley
United Methodist Church
◄ Rev. Edward Hawthorne
Masonic Lodge
21400 Johnson Ave.
Mead Valley, CA
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am

ntioch Missi-onary Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street, Riverside
(909) 688-7872
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
I 1:00 a. m.

• Spirilua/ Growth
Church Of God In Christ
, YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
~ 9909) 352-2 109
◄ Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor
•. Sunday School:
9:30 a.m.

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682· 98 I0
Saturday Service
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth

11 :00 a.m.

9:15 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788•01 70
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. Pastor
Magnolia St. Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-9 I 60
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
1899 1 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship
BYPU (1st )
Evening

(909) 276•8374
Marc Woodson, Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth Service

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
5 :30p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
19 10 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684· 8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
(Wednesday)
Teachers Meeting
6:00 p.m.

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
Rev. Kevin F. Brown, Pastor
2433 I0th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Early Morning Prayer
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Service
Wednesday Services:
Prayer Meeting & bible
Study

RUBIDOUX
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon St.
·
Rubidoux, California 92509

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11 :00a.m.
6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

Macedonia Baptist Church
9:15 a.m.
9:30a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
5:00 P•ITI·

Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino. CA 9241 I
(909) 887-2138
Sunday
9:30 a.m.
, Sunday Worship
10:45 a. m.
ew Visions Christian Community
Wednesday
Church
7:30 p.m.
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area) Worship Service
Come Over To Macedonia And
Riverside, CA 92508
Help Us! • Acts 16:9
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson,
Jr., M.Ed., M .Div
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
9:00a.m. 2110 Ogden St.
Christian Growth Class
Morning Worship & Praise 11 :00 a.m. San Bernardino, CA 92405
Prayer & Bible Study
7:00 p.m. (909) 887-4864
7:00 p.m. Order of Service
Choir Rehearsal
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
SA N BERNARDINO
Prayer Meeting
7p.m.
Bethesda Missionary Baptist Church
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
Dr. LeMar Foster, Sr. Pastor
San Bernardino, CA 924 11
1575 West 17th Street
Rev. Charles MacDonald
San Bernardino, CA .92411
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. (909) 887-2526 Church
Worship Hour
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Services
8:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
New Hope COGIC
Morning Worship
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
11 :00 a.m.
N.B.C.
5:30 p.m.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
(909) 38 1-2662
Nursery Services Provided
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship:• 11 pm
New Life Christian
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Church
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor

1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
8:00 a.m.
Early Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
Church School Hour
11 :00 a.m.
Morning Worship Hour
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Hour
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service
7:00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday
8:00 p.m.

GRAND TERRACE
Free-Way Missi-onary Baptist Church
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor
22545 Barton Road Ste. 111
Grand Terrace CA 92313
(909) 825•5140

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Wed. Prayer Meeting
Wed. Bible Study

9:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

HIGHLA ND
Amazing Grace COGIC
6997 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346
(909) 864• 7069
Pastor W.L. McClcndon
Order of Services
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
ll :30a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
6 :30p.m.
Sunday Night YPWW
7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Worship
7:30p.m.
Tuesday Night Bible Band
Thursday Night Worship
7:30 p.m. ·
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Ford
Credit

••

~

:

~6~,~
. MSRP ...................$12,690
Freeway Discount. ....-691
Factory Rebate........ -1000
Your Cost ..............$10,999

1.9%

MSRP..................... $17,580
Freeway Discount.....-1301

Factory Rebate.......... -500
Your Cost•••••••••

m

$J5, 779

..

.~~~---==~-=*~;,f),~
.

.

MSRP.....................$20,145
Freeway Discount...-1472
Factory Rebate .........-1000

1.9%

Your Cost••••••••••••••••$17,673

•••

1.9%
24 MOS.

VIN #606362

VI N #622285
VJN#643382

MSRP.....................$18,945
Freeway Discount....-1446
Factory Rebate .......... -500
Your Cost ..............$16,999

2.9%

MSRP.....................$22,340
Freeway Discount....-1153
Factory Rebate ........ -1500
Your Cost ••••••••••••••$] 9,

2.9%

687

VIN #513836,

MSRP..................... $27,995
~[ MSRP.....................$38,720
Freeway Discount... -2368 _ _ _ _ _ _ ;! Freeway Discount...-sooo-----Y4
c t
$251 627
!!Factory Rebaate ......$3000
}~Your Cost•••••••••••••••• $30,720

our os ••••••••••••••••

,;

VIN #J50870

j•J

·C

,,I

' 92 VW GOLF GL

' 95 FORD ESCORT LX

$5,999

$8,999

' 95 MERC TRACER

' 94 FORD RANGER

VIN #029393

LIC # 3 LD3240

$8,999
LIC # 3LSR750

$f!"'#~JJ9

' 93 FORD TAURUS WG

'95 MERC MYSTIQUE GS

' 95 MERC COUGAR XR-7

' 95 FORD PROBE

$10,999

$11,999

$11,9~9

$11,999

LIC#3 ECA161

VIN #618917

LIC #3KMY013

LIC # 3PWL940

' 95 MERC VILLAGER GS

'96 E350 CLUB WAGON

'95 LINC CONTINENTAL

'96 LI NC TOWNCAR

$21,999

$21,999

$15,999
VIN # 374305

VIN # 713126

LIC # 3PCB601

AUTO PLAZA DR.

$24,999
VIN # 6 72057

1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO

909/889-3514
1-800-237-8115

,t
I:
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"Golden Boy" De La Hoya wins title from "Sweet P"Whitaker loses WBC title on unanimous
decision that appeared to be closer than
the judges final tally.

,.

•.

::
·-,,

:

. •: .

:

.
. .,•

By LELAND STEIN III
BVN Sports Editor
LAS VEGAS, April 12 - You have to love the creative nature
of boxing. For example: the Oscar De La Hoya -Pernell Whitaker
battle at the University of Nevada at Las Vegas Thomas & Mack
Center was billed 'Pound 4 Pound.'
Whitaker, the reigning pound-for-pound - acknowledged best
fighter in the game this side of Roy Jones - went into battle
against the young upstart - De La Hoya - seeking to unseat him as
the best pound-for-pound fighter and World Boxing Council
(WBC) champion.
Not only was the obvious pride and respect of being the champion at stake, but millions of dollars and prime positioning in the
scheduling of mega-fights were left on the table for the winner to
grab.
Before the fight even began, the drama was being set. Take the
fighters' entrance music, always an interesting selection, De La
Hoya came in to the fantastic rhythmic beat of Hispanic drums,
while Whitaker chose a hip-hop flavor rhythmic beat song.
Want more differences?
Well, Sweet P's age was listed at 33 and De La Hoya' s at 24 big difference, of course! Young verses old. An up and coming
star in the crazy world of the sweet science, verses a fighter wearing the mantle of the best pound-for-pound fighter in the business.
At the conclusion of this encounter, De La Hoya wrestled the
from the waist of Whitaker with a unanimous decision. Judges
Chuck Giampa, Jerry Roth and Dalby Shirley had the final tally
inDeLaHoya'sfavor, 115-11 , 116-llOand 116-110.
Still, many at ringside wonder aloud, what were these three
judges looking at? At the least it was a close decision, maybe one
point or even a draw.
"It's unbelievable what happened tonight .. . it's like what happened before (his previous draw with Caesar Chavez that many
thought he won)," said a disappointed Whitaker in the post fight
press conference. "It leaves a sour taste in my mouth.
"I put in enough punishment to win the fight, I'm not a knockout fighter, I'm a performer and boxer."
Added Lou Duva Whitaker's manager: "I thought Pea did more
than enough to win the fight."
Disagreed De La Hoya: "I know I did enough to win the fight.
I applied the pressure through out and gol in some punishing
shots."
The welterweight combatants indeed fought tit-for-tat.
Whitaker (40-2- 1, 17 KO's) using his ring generalship to jab and
counter De La Hoya's (24-0, 20 KO' s) advances. While the challenger used superior power punching to keep the champion at
bay.
The final CompuBox punch stats called for a close decision.
De La Hoya threw 557 total punches and connected on 191. he
managed to land 45 jabs, but forced through 146 power punches.
Whitaker 's unleashed 582 total punched, landing 232. He landed
an overwhelming 160 jabs, but only 72 power punches.
For most with an objective eye, at the minimum the fight was
close. Did the judges get distracted by Whitaker's playful acts in
the ring. The fake rubbery legs and the taunting with lowered fist?
"You guys call my act moving around, I call it giving different
angles," said Whitaker about his fight strategy. "Boxing is about
moving and not getting hit, while getting in your own shots. I
think the final statistics show I was in there fighting."
In light of the controversial judges scoring, many were calling
for a rematch, but De La Hoya's promoter Bob Arum was having
none of that talk. He noted Oscar had "bigger things to conquer,"
and asked who would "paid to see this (fight) again?"
Added De La Hoya: "I would love to give Whitaker a rematch.
If we can work out the paperwork I' II gladly get in the ring again.
with him."
Both fighters, despite being on the defensive about who was
the better fighter, calmed down and gave each his respect and
acknowledged the skill of their opponent.
"He (De La Hoya) did a pretty good job, he didn't laid down
for Pernell," Whitaker said. "He came to fight. He tried to give a
lot of different looks and was quicker than I expected."
Added De La Hoya: "I said all along he's one of the most difficult fighters to fight. A southpaw fighter will always make you
look bad. Anybody would be frustrated fighting Whitaker."
Although the fight left both fighters bruised, bloodied and battle worn, they each claimed that neither hurt the other.
"He didn't hurt me, not at all," Whitaker said. "He can' t hit
what he can't see. You guys in the media thought I was to old to

1

move, but you saw the Pernell f old . .. moving for 112 rounds
and creating in the ring." ,
Said De La Hoya: "I was never hurt. I t ought he would be a
little stronger and faster. But, the guy is smart, he used all the
tricks and I learned from them."
The two warriors put together a real fight that included many
exchanges that would make a serious fight fan smile. In particular the 10th and 11th rounds produced the kind of action that made
the 12 200 fans stand and unleash collective cheers for their chosen he~o - Whitaker or De La Hoya. At the conclusion of each of
the those rounds, the fighters unleaded barrages of punches
that appeared to find its target. Each round the fans were left
standing, and, in unison produced a deafening sound that made
yoor ~nri~
.
There were times in the fight when De La Hoya had Whitaker
back-pedaling to get out of danger. And there were tim_e s w~en
Whitaker would come out of a low crouch and connect with quick
jabs to De La Hoya's face. Throughout the fight, though, each
fighter measured the other, tossing a jab here, a power punch
there.
At times it appeared that one or the other would succumb under
the power of their punches. To many in attendance it was a surprise neither touched the canvas, although in the 9th ro~nd it was
rule that Whitaker produced a flash knocked down agamst De La
Hoya.
In the end the fans at ring side indeed enj oyed the fisticuff
encounter and agreed that a rematch would be a sure sellout.
Although it appears from Arum's response it won't happen. Stil_l,
Whitaker proved he has the ring generalship and guile, anq., 1s
every bit the match for the "Golden Boy" De La Hoya.
To Oscar's credit he didn't judge·the fight and surely fought a
tough and smart fight that I won't dispute he may have won, but
without a doubt it was much closer that the three blind judges
score it.

'}
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SCLC/Women award Don King and George Foreman
NAACP's Kweisi Mfume, George Fore--:-man, Esther Rolle and Don King all
. ::.given Drum Major for Justice Awards .
••..

.....~·.
~

....

By LELAND STEIN III
BVN Sports Editor

►•··

:t:. ATLANTA - At the plush Marque Marriott, the Southern
....::,=hristian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) Women, produced
~i ts 18th Annual Drum Major for Justice Awards Dinner - it
::i oincided with the 29th anniversary of the assassination of the
~:1egendary Martin Luther King, who just so happened to be
~~l;me of the founders of the SCLC.
•!; As Martin Luther King said in speech, "I'm a drum major
::for justice," the award banquet honored a number of present
!•tiay drum majors: In Arts, International Government',
Economic Empowerment, Caring Father, Communication,
Government Rights and a Special Recognition Award.
,. The prestigious Economic Award was conferred upon legendary promoter Don King. When introducing King SCLC
President Dr. Joseph E. Lowery said, "Born in the hard core
ghetto of Cleveland, King proves that his moniker 'Only in
· America' really can come true. But it's come with a heavy
,_price, and, that is the tireless effort of his distractors to portray
· and criticize King as something he's not. We all have to under::.:Stand that many don't want to see a Black man in his position
·-succeed.Whites don't like to see us in leadership roles.
:~:- "I stand up for Don King because of all the Black people he
f has helped. He represents integrity and a sense of sportsman;::ship."
~: Indeed, King, who has won the Martin Luther King
t1-Iumanitarian Award, Black Achievement Award and the Man
: -of the Year Award from the Black United Fund Brotherhood
: Crusade for his unwavering philanthropic efforts, has seen
i many in the media work overtime to soil his image.
: But, there's something about time and consistent achieve: ment that will override almost all negatives. In King's case
he's starting to overcome the negatives. Recently he was name
! among Sport Illustrated's 40 Most influential Sport Figures for
: the last 40 years, and getting the %rid .Boxing Council 's
· award as the "Greatest Promoter of the Century."
In the economic vain that is his strong suit, King notes that
: when you argue about racism you talk about "making things
: better," but when you talk economic empowerment, you have
: to "change the mindset of America." And the boardrooms of
: American business is a closed society that is faceless and hard
: to attack.
: . "When you consider that a large part of this country's prof! it comes from African-Americans, then we need to understand
: capitalism and how it works," King said. "Through economic
/ empowerment we can participate in the greatest country in the
: world."
►♦
-

I

:

Award: "I want everyone to know when I was coming up King
stayed by me. I would say get away ... get away ... but, he
loves thy enemy; standing and doing what he believes in. King
is a caring and good man."
Also honored were NAACP President Kweisi Mfume for
Government Rights, Esther Rolle for the ~rts, Hal Lamar for

'J

the Communications and Flt. Lt. Jerry Rawlings President of
Ghana for International Government.
.,
All in all it was a wonderful evening of respect and prais~
for those making a difference in their communities. Reaching
and stretching farther than most and better than many.
,)

.

l,

Added George Foreman who received the Caring Father

,,

Photo by Hassan Ali Bahar - BVN

TWO CHAMPIONS: Don King (Economic Empowerment Awardee)
meets Flt. Lt. Jerry John Rawlings, President of Ghana and awardee
of the lnternataional Government Award .

Photo by Hassan Ali Bahar - BVN

CHAMPION FOR GOVERNMENT RIGHTS: Coretta Scott Kin

1

g~eets Kweisi Mfume after Mfume receives award for Government .
Rights.
I'
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, IN STYLE: Don King, Felix Trinidad, and George Foreman enjoying
: the festivities.

Photo by Hauan All Bahar • BVN

GRATEFUL TO BE HONORED: Esther
Rolle received honors for her work in the

I

arts.
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i IN GOOD COMPANY: Black Voice News Editor,

i: L~land Stein Ill with Martin Luther King's son, Dexter

r, King.

6 ;:;;;uc.:::.a:::::iw..:.a.:-.r, ~>:«• ···

Photo by Hassan Ali Bahar • BVN '.

SPEECH TO REMEMBER: Reverend Joseph , .
Lowery stirred the crowd with a riveting speech i •
before turning the mic over to Don King.

t

909/697-5800

MORE HOME TEAMS. MORE FOX Al 111 UDE.
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ft~~,rld Class Africa~.~~erica~ ~useum Opens In Detroit
t By Cheryl Brown

DETROIT

. .. .

. , •,•· "Let the celebrations begin!"
: , : was the cry for the opening of a
1
world
class
museum.
, f Hollywood could no\ have had a
, f,grander celebration than the
• ornate opening of the world's
largest African American
-,.:, ..
~ Museum located 'in Detroit
(Clockwise from Top): Statues of slave ship survivors, the Clark Sisters, an
African drummer, and the owners of Gallery C3.
· Michigan. Last weekend
,. :thousands of local and visiting
: Africans, African Americans,
• an·d others joined in the
celebration of the historical
: achievements of a people. A
: people who are the survivors of
the strong . The opening was United States, whose story has Splendor, The Struggle · for sociology, politics and other
spectacular as nearly 100 not been properly told. There Empowerment and Becoming areas combined their talents to
t j\frican dancers from around the are eight historical "stations" in the Future . An appropriate make the historical information
world followed members of the the core exhibition consisting of segment of a "Timeline of spanning 600 years a true work
'.::u.s. Armed Forces.
images, quotes, facts, statistics, African American History runs that all races will enjoy and
:· As the world reknown Dr. and artifacts that focus on the along the edge of the room. The appreciate. More importantly
•. Babatunde Olatunj i, "master African Memory, The Crime, historical information put
generations to come will never
:: drummer", poured libations Survival of Spirit, The together by a team of specialist
fo rget our history told by us
f'
• (water), he gave a drink along Imperfect Union, Freedom and and generalist scholars in the about us.
. W.
, p he way to Mayor Denms
Betrayal, Urban Struggle/Urban fields of the arts, religi on,
' f'. Archer and his wife and said
: !hat they represent the mother
: and father figure of the
t'.community. He used bitter herbs
J'
rand sweet herbs to make the
r.
rpoint that there would be some
f'bitter as well as sweet times.
.,
: Mayor Archer welcomed
:everyone and pointed out that it
:was their money (in the form of
r
.
:bonds) that helped to finish the
_peautiful $35 million dollar
r tructure. "It is a world class
structure for a world class
people," he said. He spoke of
1'
the vision of museum founder
Charles Wright M .D. who had
built the first smaller structure
about 10 years ago, and of how
the Smithsonian reduced the
proposed size of their African
f" merican museum which
~!lowed the Detroit facility to
lead. Several lengthy speeches
were made by dignitaries in
i ttendance .
:,•• Following the . program,
isitors roamed the facility to
~ joy more entertainment in the
50 seat state of the art
SM
£uditorium, the library and the
&;usic room. The African
Bancers. were awesome, Jannina
fa refi e ld, the violinist was
µperb and two of the famous
lark Sisters and Ken Boyd
-ng our soul happy in the three
Take OffFor The Weekend And Return The Following Monday Or Tuesday For
smaller rooms.
Substantial Savings Wt'th These Law Fares On Nonstop Flights From I.AX
1.. The hallmark of the exhibit a
70 foot replica of a slave ship,
Brealv~\way Fares For Weekend Savings.Travel Nowl11rough
\\1as in view and as I walked
ound it to figure out what it
·,
Depart after 11 a.m. Saturday
Depart anytime Saturday and return
and return anytime the
as, I was struck by the bodies
foUowing Monday or Tuesday.
or Tuesilly
crammed in the bottom of the
To depart before 11 a.m.,
at. Each was a life sized
s tute, each was an actual child
f om the Detroit school district.
I
ithout knowing about the
RoundTrip
odels, I was struck how each
RoundTrip
I.
s atue came alive, it was
s meone you knew. The tears
RoundTrip
f wed without shame as the
Jwrrors of · slave ry were on
splay the professionalism did
t take away the pain. It was a
ent commemoration of the
· llions of Africans who lost
ei r 1i ves while being
nsported through the Middle
It may sound too good to be true. But it's not. With American's BreakAAway fares, you can take off on a long weekend and enjoy substantial savings
ssage. I was personally struck
for U.S. travel through June 10, 1997. Here's how it works. For travel from lAX to Boston, Fort Lauderdale, Newark, New York JFK and Washington, D.C.,
the quality of the great
depart anytime Friday and return anytime the following Monday or Tuesday. For all other travel, depart Saturday and return the following Monday or
e hibits, the original mock up of
Tuesday. With all BreakAAway fares , just purchase your ticket at least three days in advance. And, as always, !Advantage" travel awards program
members can earn full mileage credit with every flight. But seats are limited. So make your reservations today.
rrett Morgan 's stop light,
ae Jemison 's original flight
For more information, call your Travel Agent or American at 1-800-433-7300. Or, to purchase your American or American Eagle
wit., a replica of Dr. King 's
tickets on-line, use our Personal ~ccess™ software or visit us on the web at www.americanair.com
rmingham jailhouse door, a
Consulte a su agente de viajes o /lame gratis a American Airlines al 1-800-633-3711 en espaiiol.
b llot box used by colored
p ople, an original letter from
~ lcolm X. The treasures from
Africa include a 20th Century
' 1ie,o Okorshia masking costume
f m Nigeria, used to represent
cestors during ritual dances.
l- - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - ------1
STR1CI10NS: "Fares are for round-trip nonstop Economy Class travel and are nonrefundable. Reservations muSI be made ar least rhree days prior ro depanure, and tickers must be purchased three days prior to depanure or within 24 hours of ,.
i:'fhe museum speaks to the B.
making reservations, whichever comes first. but no later than midnight 6/3/97. Fares are valid for travel through 6/10/97 except blackout dates of 5/23-5/27/97. For travel to Boston, Fon Lauderdale, Newark. New York JFK or Washington. D.C., ~'
ct$lture and history of of a great depart Friday and rerum the following Monday or Tuesday. For all other travel, depart Saturday and retUm the following Monday or Tuesday. To depan Saturday before 11 a.m.. add $20 to the fare. Seats are limited. Fares may nol be available on ••
all flighL~ and are subject to change without notice. Up 10 $12 per round trip in local airport charges may be collected in addition to the advenised price. Changes to your ticket may be made prior to depanure if you pay a S50 service charge and :·,
p@ople
who
invented meet the restrictions applicable to the new fare. Cancellation/change penalties apply. Other restrictions may apply. A portion of or all travel may be on American Eagle, American's regional airline associate. American Airlines, American Eagle and , . ·
AAdvantage are registered trademarks, BreakAAway is a service mark. and Personal AAccess is a trademark, of American Airlines, Inc. American reserves 1he right 10 change Mdvantage program rules, regulations, travel awards and special offers at "
.mathematics, who built the any
time without notice, anrl to end the AAdvantage program with six months notice. AAdvantage travel awards, mileage accrual and special offers subject to government regulations. tservice is on American Eagle.
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$198*

Bakersfieldt
Carlsbadt
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Showtime
Pictures
Presents
'Riot'
•
~

Black Voice New.~

LOS ANGELES

1'..

.M

~ •• ,: : - • ~

t:

•~ij

y,

Mario Van Peebles, Clcely Tyson and Melvin Van Peebles star in the Showtime
Original Pictures RIOT, a hard-hitting drama about the 1992 Los Angeles riots,
as seen through the eyes of four different ethnic groups (African-American,
Anglo, Asian and Hispanic). The film, which premieres exclusively on
Showtime on Sunday, April 27 at 8:00 PM (ET/PT) to observe the fifth
anniversary of the Los Angeles civil unrest, also stars (left, I to r) Dante
Basco, Phil Wong and Derek Basco.

•

tea
an Ever Before

????
• • • •I
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Hip-Hop from La Raza Returns!
The color brown may not be as
widely evident in today's
mainstream hip-hop, but Rhino's
Latin Lingo: Hip-Hop From La
Raza , Vol. 2 paints a vivid
musical picture featuring '90s
hip- hop jams that made mad
noise in Latino communities
throughout the country as well as
three new, previously unreleased
tracks. Latin Lingo, a project- coproduced by Rhino Records and
Skanless Records, hit stores on
April 15.
The 12-track compilation has a
suggested retail list price of
$15.98 (CD) and $10.98
(cassette). It also will be available
through RhinoDirect at 1-800432-0020.
Latin Lingo, Vol. 2 features
such popular tracks as "Knockin'
Boots" by Candyman (produced
by Johnny J, who recently
produced several tracks for the
la te Tupac's multi-platinum
release All Eyez On Me), "Ditty"
by Paper Boy, "Lowrider (On
The Boulevard) " by Latin
Alliance featuring War, "Sitting
In The Park" by Hi-C featuring
Tony A, "Left Side" by Sir
Devoe, "Te Quiero" by Mr. Lyrik,
and the Proper Dos hits "Firme

starting at
ufey/m1yiha.te

s{gffC
as

fact

Jamaica

~i.~ ~-·•·~ ~:;1;~l~j;·~~~--~?6:;t~;•.·· ~~;~'. tri~:.i~':~a~~dr:o~~r:~~
Nobody Hold Me Down ,!' clo what they d.o best: spin street;* features
a.§ah,ple
of the .Furi6u'
s .:. Wise
stori.es
f'orthe
nineties;
,,,,. •:-.~-:-·:·:::-::. ··•.-:-;.·=·.:
.. /·., ·•. . ::·
. .-_:_·
.·..
..:;· .·.·
..
. '• . .
.
.. ' ~ive) cJassic\ "The Message'.'. -b<ctc::kedby slammin '. beats and
oves:r ''Right Now"

1%\:·ih.~-~0.f-1
~·1;~~!

$2 79. 00/person

KUOR ff. 1 FIii REDI.AND$-PROOR,_II SCHEDULE

.,,. \_Swi..,

Montega Bay

Fri

Thur~

Wftd

Sat

Ooap,,I

·at$359.00/person

Sunday
Sympl>Ony
1.00

Polka

.

PE:!

Smooth Ja.u & Vocal$

Swing

Ens

Acoustic
JRU

Includes: ;ir fare. hotel and transfer..

Showcase
!'l:(IC't

7-Mile Beach

r.tJO

Acoustic Jazz

starting at$469.00/ person

23741-G Sunnymead Blvd_
Moreno Valley. CA 92553
(909) 242-3414

--..
a,_

Acous1ic:

.Jaz z

Blues

11 00
1:0(!

Off AlA

8;>C

I

Goepel Programming

89. 1 FM • Box 3080 • Redland•, CA 92373.. .(909)792-0721

Travel packages based on availability

Travel Masters

t ,oo

A<lggaH

Gospel

a t1rcait~as1 s•Nice from th, UIIMlrsity of R•dlands

"THIS MURDER•THRILLER AT THE WHITE HOUSE IS

A WILD,

HIGH-TECH RIDEVou'LL LOVE IT!"
• Jim Ferguson, PREVUE CHANNEL

'"Murder
At 1600'

presents

;A

TuH

l.bn

.t'.:Jb.tlc
Affair~

Enjoy ond relox while watching the sunset ot the Beach Comber Club
Negri I. 4 doys. 3 nights.

Phenix Information Center
&
San Bernardino Symphony

.

KUOR-89.1

Includes: air fare only - round-trip

starting

in :

Your Community
Jazz Station

5 days, 4 nights
G~,tA~ R.eFPt~ts.JM'~ n<l}.al tho~gp.{ >universally rec.og_ni•zed · turth:
be'eiFoiit\,rThe
that Mele ·Mel was th,e
for a ' while\ 1they .certainly ha◊e· · voice and visionary behind most
nht .been:Y out of · • mind •
of that group 's hits is an
~ti,fohcecfbyi thejn,p~tt'of iliei~ ·•·imp9rtant fobtnote.
music on othe,r pe:!rformers. ,'.On'e > With th~ re lease of "Right

Hina" and "Geto Baseball."
Three new tracks also will be
featured-"Two For The Time"
by Denay, which is straigh,t-up
house music; and "Manos
Arriba!." by Krazy Dee; and "On
& On" by Proper Dos ; which
could be described as the Latino
version of the Sugarhill Gang
smash "Rapper's Delight"
(currently featured on Rhino's
The Sugar Hill Records Story
five-CD boxed set).
"Latin Lingo includes songs
performed by Latino and nonLatino .artists," says Steve Yano,
CD compiler/producer and owner
of Skanless Records . "For '
example, Paper Boy's 'Ditty' has
no Latin affiliation in its
production or perfonnance, but it
hit big in the Latino community _.
due to its strong old-school •
influence.
"We released a second volume · • '
because the first [released
1995) did so well," Yano says <: '
"And while many of the tracks on
VOL. 2 gained nationai ; •
popularity among Latino hip-hOP. · :
fans, the maJ·ority of these artists
'
are West Coast-based and thei( •• 1
core fan base is also here in · '
California."

"'Murder
At 1600'
is ASMART,

isan

TRIBUTE TO MOTHERS EVERYWHERE

AMAZING

KEEP-YOU·
GUESSING
THRILLER."

THRILL RIDE.

with

You'll love
this movie!"

• JelllfllWoll,
JEANNEWOLF'S IIOUVWOOO

-Peul Clinton,

TURNER ElmRTAINMENT

REPORT

"Terrific twists,
turns, and
non-stop action!
'Murder At
1600' is A

A gripping
murder
mystery
with loads of
11

SUSPENSEFUL
EDGE-OFYOUR-SEAT
THRILLER."
. Maria Sales,

HEART-

POUNDING
ACTION!"

DR. MAYA ANGELOU

• Ren Brewington,
AMERICAN URBAN RADIO

NE1WORKS

CBS-TELENOTICIAS

He's a D .C . fop r,n the outside.
She's a Secret Servh:c agent on tl1t· in~idc.
Trm;king a \Vhite House homicide
to the First Family's front door.

Saturday, May 10, 1997
6:30 p.m.
Coussoulis Arena
California State University, San Bernardino
5500 University Parkway

W ESL EY SNIPES

DIANE LANE

MURDER._AT}6m)

V.I.P. admission $75.00 and $55.00
General Admissi6n $40.00 and $25.00

This address c h ,m ges all the rules.

\

For ticket infjrmation call
'
(909) 383-2329, (909) 381-5388
or (909) 880-7326
Advance ticket purchase is strongly recommended
major sponsors:
Bank of America
Coussoulis Arena, California State University, San Bernardino
The Press Enterprise
Sinfonia Mexicana Society
Stater Bros.
A portion of proceeds to benefit Southern California Ypung Artist Symphony,
Bethune Youth Center and P.AL. Center

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 18

P-

"' SANTA MOICICA • UNMIISAl CITY
AMC
Cir,ept11 Odlon
Sonia Monk:a
Unt¥tnal Cly ctnemos
818144'-fllM#l7 1
310/395-3030
FREE
DAILY
(Exeludlng Valll PDf111ng)

Sewn-•

W!otn lwo c r - - l n

PurclooslO Mb1 MO P.M.

Visit the Sony Pictures Entertainment Site at http://www.sony.com

fi) i)f

FOR SHO\VTIMES & TICKETS c~.~~~!7!~~.•~-M
')

A public health message from the National Minority AIDS Council and the National Lesbian and Gay Health Association in cooperation with Glaxo Wellcome.
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SEE A DOCTOR.
You 1 1te got a lot to li1te for.
,

/\

BE SMART. YOU MAY LIVE LONGER.

New treatments are reducing the amount of HIV-in some people.
to levels so low it can 't be detected in the blood. There is no cure,
but reducing the amount of virus may help you live longer.
FIGHT BACK WITH ALL YOU CAN.

Eat right. Stay active. Learn more. Even though you may feel fine.
the virus is still active. That's why talking to a doctor about new
treatments may be the smartest thing you can do. Everyone's
different. Find out what treatments are best for you.

NEW INFORMATION DEMANDS ACTION

CALL TOLL-FREE

1-888-TREAT HIV
FOR MORE INFORMATION FOR YOURSELF OR A FRIEND
http://www.treathiv.com

Community
The Black Voice News

STDs Continues to Hit California Hard
State Health Director Kim Belshe urged Californians to educate
themselves about chl amydia, the most common sexually
transmitted disease (STD) in the nation, striking an estimated four
million Americans a year. California women and teens have been
hit especially hard by chlamydia, with nearly 300,000 California
women and an estimated ten percent of 15-19 year-olds infected.
"California women between the ages of 15 and 34 have the
highest number of estimated chlamydia cases in the nation," said
, Belshe. "Most women who are infected with chlamydia have no
symptoms, yet allowing the infection to go undetected can cause
infertility or severe complications durin~ pregnancy, including
birth defects and miscarriage. Californians need to be aware that
ch lamydia is one of the most serious and harmful STDs, and
everyone should make a concerted effort to educate themselves
about the disease."
Chlamydia is caused by bacteria which lives in cells in the
human body and spread by infected partners during sexual contact.
Even after treatment, chlamydia can be acquired again and again.
Up to 70 percent of women and 50 percent of men who have
chlamydia have no symptoms. Letting the infection go undetected
can have serious health consequences. Chlamydia causes Pelvic
Inflammatory Disease (PID) which can cause a potentially fatal
tubal pregnancy, infertility, and chronic pelvic pain. Ultimately, as
many as one in 50 infected women become infertile from an
advanced case of chlamydia.
"Despite the fact that chlamydia has serious health implications,
it can be detected and treated easily," said Belshe. "A simple urine
test can detect the problem, and a single dose of an antibiotic will
treat the infection. Examinations and results are kept confidential. "
Although the rate of gonorrhea and syphilis has declined in
California, the rate of chlamydia is reaching epidemic proportions
among teens and young adults of all ethnicities.
Belshe emphasized that awareness and protection are the best
weapons in battling chlamydia and noted that Governor Wilson has
issued a proclamation declaring April as STD Awareness Month to
focus needed attention on chlamydia and other STDs.
To help promote greater awareness of the health risks associated
with c hl amydia, the State Department of Health Services is
launching a public service announcement (PSA) campaign
consisting of television and radio spots, as well as posters. Belshe
encouraged PSA directors throughout the state to support the effort
by running the educational spots.
Local communities and health departments will recognize STD
Awareness Month by organizing community awareness activities.
Californians are urged to call the State Chlamydia Hotline at 1800-495-6743 for more information on chlamydia, and the
California STD Control Branch at (510) 540-2657 or their local
health department for information on screening services.
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May is Mental
Health Month

--

Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

.'.: ;\~f\t\)):J:.

The
Riverside County
Department of Mental Health,
announced it will be joining
with
other
community
organizations in celebrating
"May is Mental Health Month."
Mental illness is a medical
disease just like cancer, asthma,
or heart disease. It is a disease
that strikes one in every four
Americans without regard to
age,
race,
gender,
or
socioeconomic status. It is not
a personal weakness or an
excuse for inappropriat e
behavior. Mental illness is a
disease that can be treated
successfully.
Research suggests that many
mental illnesses resu lt from
imbalances or
chemical
deficiencies, or from various

abnormalities that cause
malfunctions in the brain's
signaling system. Over the past
two decades, therapeutic
options available for treating
specific mental disorders have
become more numerous, more
specific , and more effective .
With proper treatment, many of
the mentally ill can live in th~
community as productive
members of society.
Designating May as Mental
Health Month provides an
opportunity to focus on the
needs and the barri ers
encountered by the mentally ill
and their families. Mental
healthcare is manageable.
For more information contact
the Department of Mental
Health at (909) 358-4603.

Teen Pregnancy Prevention Month
Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

gradually destroys th.ese important cells, the inttnurt~ sy~t~ni.be<;om.e~)e;~ a&f Leif~ii( fu
protect again~t\llpess'. ,Ce,rt~;n.Jifet~rellt<;D_ing :1ryfectiC)n; and C:lll¢rs}:ui)ff~~fofA#~ii~~
body, causing )eri9us i U~ess and 'eventual .death. ·!i9wever( "HIY)::ati .1/xe.fn;';~;':il!(e.~\~d
p~~on'.s b<)dy cf.or ye~:{before :iny signs illile6$ ~ppcar:\f \\'{: \ . /i(/iffl}:fl)@)j}

of

.·;-· The.virus ·is .spre;1d t!lfougb the blood; semen and Y;1ginnl secretiOM of :ip E:0\{J~fl:itted

r~;~~;;i~t.i!1$;~~mi:~~fii~~~ii:~~~\titi~i;[ttJ!'.l~li!I

produces ~fqre a' s~ces$f'ul ~creening "l'l"ocess.\i(II_S ~g11n:in l~~.$i:T¥re itti~t~i~tjt\:*- !li~t

il!!!~fii~!;ifill

On Thursday, May 15, 1997,
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in
the Board of Supervisors
Chambers, the Children 's
Network will be hosting a
meeting on Teen P regnancy
Prevention to recognize May as
Teen Pregnancy Prevention
Month. The meeting w ill
include a panel presentation
updatin g our efforts to prevent
teen pregnancy in San
Bernardino County.
Also, the public is invited to
present solutions, strategies and
successes that organizations or
communities have ·experienced
in preventing teen pregnancy.

Children 's
Network
1s
requesting a brief, written
synopsis of the presentation
which will serve as an RSVP to
speak, and which will also be
used in a final report of the May
15th event. Please submit
presentations to the office
before May 12th. Children's
Network is also requesting that
presentations be limited to 5
minutes.
For more information,
contact Children's Network at
(909) 387-8966.
Children's Network is
located at 385 North Arrowhead
Avenue, Second Floor, San
Bernardino.

Encourage the mom-to-be
to see a doctor early.
A baby's hgalth is not just up to thg tnothgt,
it's also up to thg fath!!t.
Givg yout baby thg bgst chancg at a wondetful
lifo. Take tesponsibility. GM involved.
~ncoutagg h!!t not to smokg, dtink ot do
drugs. And tnake sure she SQQS a doctot gatly
and often. Be thete fat het and yout baby.
Them ate statg ptagtatns that can help.
~ot mot!! infotmation about ptenatal cam and
othet setvices, call yout local Black Infant
1-foalth Program:

Rivettide County
Bl:Jck Inf:Jnt lle:Jlth P,ogt:Jm
1-<i:00-794-4<;;'14

We're in this together.
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36th Annual Headdress
Ball To Be Held

KUOR 89.1

FM and the Inland Empire Music & Art Founda tion p resent... ·x
f'·

.:c.

£'~6RtYG ~lAZZ C0YCt6Rl.i
·:•'..

Saturday, May 3, 1997 • University of Redlands Chapel ,.

Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Assistance League of San
Bernardino is holding it's
36th Annual Headdress Ball
on Saturday, April 26, 1997
at the Coussoulis Arena on
the Cal State University San
Bernardino Campus.
The theme of this years
gala is "Legends." The
proceeds from this event,
which has an attendance of
over 500 annually, supports
the League's dental center
and clothing program for
local children. Those
interested in an elaborate
floorshow, elegant dinner and
• enjoyable evening, all while
supporting the community in
a meaningful way, are
invited.
This years presentation of
the elaborate headdresses
created by designers and
florists in the area, pays
. tribute to legendary persons
of the past in a never to be
forgotten choreographed
production.
Designers
contributing their artistic
talents to create the heady
masterpieces are Fern Bailey,
owner of Enchanged Attic, a
costume rental business. Rick
Breckon, with R and R
Classics. Craig Engevik who
has worked with the Royal
Family, Disney Corporation,
CBS Entertainmen t and
Stater Brothers. Martin
Flores, purchasing agent and
designer at Inland Wholesale
Flowers. Robert Ortega of
Palm Springs Florists, who
has designed for the Grammy
Awards and Walt Disney
Studios. Mary Quanstrorn,
owner of Mary's Designs
teacher of floral design for
San Bernardino adult

Thursday, April 17, 1997

Black Voice CoPublisher Hardy
Brown to be
recognized as
"Living Legend"
April 26th
education. Ann Marie
Smith , head designer and
manager of Hockridge Florist
in Redlands. Jeff Thompson,
free
lance
designer
specializing in interiors.
"This is our signature
fundraiser" stated Cheryl
Fischer, Ball Chair. "The
proceeds from this unique
event cover approximately
70% of the expenses of the
Dr. Earl R. Crane Dental
Health Center. This center
provides dental care for
children of low income
families who are not
receiving public assistance.
These services include
general dentistry and oral
hygiene instruction for over
2,000 children annually,
dental screening in San
Bernardino
elementary
schools for more than 3,000
children annually, special
dental procedures, minor oral
surgery, prosthetics and
orthodontia• for more than
I 00 children annually."
"Operation School Bell ,
another Assistance League
philanthropic
project ,
provides new clothing, shoes
and personal hygiene
products to over 2()0 children
each year," stated Sherry
Wood,
President
of
Assistance League of San
Bernardino. "Attending the
Headdress Ball is an

An All-Star Jazz Band featuring

EVERETTE HARP

extremely enjoyable way to
·,~upport these much needed
philanthropies. "
This is a special year, as
the Assistance League is
celebrating 50 years of
service to San Bernardino.
Several
distinguished
members of the community
will be recognized at the
Headdress Ball as "Living
Legends." Among those
. being acknowledged for
outstanding community
involvement are Hardy
Brown, Chuck Obershaw,
Evelyn Hill, Sylvia Sanchez,
Lois Lauer, Dr. Neal Roberts,
Orval Winters, Jeri Simpson,
George Schnarre, Danny
Ward, Herb Fischer, Marion
Klein-Bieksha and Pastor
Zen.
Tickets to the Headdress
Ball are $125 per person, $95
is tax deductible. To purchase
tickets contact, Patricia
Bobbitt at (909) 8836208.

I
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MARc ANTOINE
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AND STEVE REID's
8.AJ.ABCO FOREST
featuring members
of the Rippingtons
l •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
Plus special guest...

TICKET PRICES

~tck ~~ab:17

General Admission - $25

Doors open
Rick Braun
Intermission
Jazzatopia

6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8: 15 p.m.

• CD a~raphed by one of the
artists for e,,ery 2 VIP tix sold
• Ticket priority for '97 Festival

Mail checks to: IEMAF Jazz Tickets, 23100 Alessandro, Ste. D, Moreno Valley, CA 92553

INFO (909) 342-2272 • TICKETS B~~~~~E (909) 697-4754 ~

oaks

'This is the real deal. Your best chance to buy a house at a price you can live w it h.
C all 1-800,856,4796 for details and a free brochure. \¼'re auctioning homes throughout
Riverside and San Bernardino counties. Most priced under $100,000. For a
f ull list ofavailable properties, visit the Auction web site at
http://www.hiwaay.net/ mm/ latham.htm or contact a HUD-registered R eal Estate Bro~er,

HUD HOMES

AUCTION
Call 1- 800- 856-4796
May 2, 3 and 4, all at 11 a.rn., atthe San Bernardino Hilton and Convention Center
Attend our "How-to-Buy" Seminar on Wednesday, April 23, atthe San Bernardino Hilton and Convention Center

•lanylatham

.=__auctioneers

••, l :'"

VIP Club - $50
• VIP reception prior to show
• Reserved seat in Rows 1-2
• T-shirt from '96 Jazz Festival

BROWN'S

J oi n us at any of our three (3) locations:
1583 W. Baseline, San Bernardino (Presently under
renovation)
Heidi's Beauty Sho p, Banning
Bibbs Books and Gallery in the Town Gate Mall

:,r..'

.n:,•

I
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AKA Cotillion Awards Luncheon
Mrs. Ashe presented the parents with
engraved mementos and the debutantes with a
pearl earring and necklace set which they will
wear as they are presented at the Coti1lion at
7PM on Saturday, April 19, 1997 at the Red
Lion Inn in Ontario.

SAN BERNARDINO

Art 2000 Visual Arts Association & B
Graphics & Fine Arts, Inc.

presents

~

A Multicultural
Experience ~I

!'

',.
~

~

j,

~
~

The First Art 2000 Group Exhibition of 1997
Saturday

·11

"

""

April 19, 1997

~

~

6:00 - 10:00 P..
for more info call

(Pictured) Erica Atkins, Dorothy Harris, Brandie Carolina, Leah Gosserand, Kenya Goodwin, Nichala Shaw, Shanti Oyenuga, Chenae Wiggins, Jamila Ponder

; The Eta Nu Omega Chapter held the
,• awards luncheon for the 1997 debutantes on
, Saturday, April 12, 1997 .at the Red Lion Inn
:, in Ontario.
; Yvonne Ashe , the Cotillion Committee
~ Chair, presided over the event in which
1everyone attending was dressed in African
attire and the tables were adorned with
· elaborately decorated beaded and turbaned
manikin heads which were designed by Edna_
Milan.
The program began with each debutante
thanking her parents and presenting them with
a gift. They also presented the AKA's a
plaque containing the names of the nine
debutantes and thanking them for the trainmg,

~~~1:;~~/~:b

::;;~~-nces provided ~or them
Tb following scholarship awards ~nd gifts

were presented to the debutantes:
Essay winners - 1st place - Bran die
Carolina; 2nd place (tie) Shanti Oyenuga and
Jamila Ponder.
Special Award by the Kansas Avenue
Seventh Day Adventist Church - Jamila
Ponder and Dorothy Harris
Participation Award - Chenae Wiggins
Miss Congeniality - Chenae Wiggins
Community Service - Jamila Ponder
All Around Debutante - Brandie Carolina
Entrepreneurial Award - 1st place - Leah
Gosserand; 2nd place Kenya Goodwin; and
3rd place Brandie Carolina
Academic Excellence - 1st place Brandie
Carolina and 2nd place Jamila Ponder

LOS ANGELES

One of the best kept secrets in
Los Angeles is the boom in Black
owned products and services and
the high quality of these
businesses.
"The reason its a secret, is
because of the hi g h cost of
advertising and promotion. That's
why we organized the Los
Angeles Black Business Expo and
,Trade Show," said Harold
' Hambrick, Executive Director of
the Expo and VP, United Health
Plan, the title sponsor.
"Building Business Bridges" is
the therrie of this ninth annual
event which opens April 25 and
runs through the 27th at the Los
Angeles Convention Center (noon
til 8 PM dailv).
"The Expo is where business
and pleasure mix," said Dean
. Jones, General Manager of the
· Expo. 'It's all about business, but
• we have to have a lot of fun to
, bring the consumers to meet these ·
; businesse:,. That's why live
entertainment, a host of celebrities
J
~ and the best cultural food in Black
·i Los Angeles will be on tap. We
, want families to see this as the
event not to miss. There is truly
something for everyone."
At the Expo, Black Enterprise
Publisher Earl Graves will be
. l signing his new book "How to
' Succ.eed in B·usiness Without
! Being White." On Thursday April
24, S ummit 2000 will host a
'. tribute to Graves and the Black
Enterprise 100s at the Biltmore
" Hotel. The dinner will kickoff
Summit 2000's Western Regional
' Forum on April 25th. This event.
plus the M.E.N.T.O.R. Network's
Entertainment Conference will
r.. run concurrently with the Expo.
Over 40,000 patrons are expected
to attend.
"For us, this 9th annual event is
very special because now that we

have the Expo down to a science
we~ are reaching out to the larger
community to join with us as we
tackle the heavy issues such as
fallout from affirmative action,
welfare cut backs, and the high
cost of violence in our
communities," said Harold
Hambrick . "We believe that
business ownership will hold the
solution to some of these
impending crises, but we can't
support Black business ownership
if we don't now where the
businesses are."
F or exhibitor and admission
information call the L.A. Black
Expo and Trade Show at (310)
967-5153. Tickets are only $6 and
discount coupons are available at
participating vendors. For Summit
2000 relristration olease call (213)
295-2220, and for registration to
the M .E.N.T.O.R. Network call
(213) 896-7351. The Youth
Summit (for high school seniors
in LAUSD and Compton can be
reached by calling Tomorrow's
Entrepreneurs Today at (213)
789-5629 or Common Ground
Newspaper at (213) 934-1548.
1997 LABBEATS Sponsors
are: United Health Plan, Title
Sponsor; Family Savings Bank,
Shell, Inglewood Today, Los
Angeles Sentinel, Wells Fargo
Bank, United States Postal
Service, MTA, Lawry's Foods,
Inc ., Bank of America, A .C .
Delco, KJLH and KACE
General sponsors are: Watts
Foundation Community Trust,
Tomorrow's Entrepreneurs Today,
Summit 2000, Regional Job
Training Center, Black Business
Association,
Lee
Bailey
Communications, Turning Point
Magazine,
M .E.N.T.O .R .
Network, Minority Advancement
Profile, Common Ground, L .A.
Focus on the Word, the L.A .
Black Business Directory, and
Madd-X Productions.

(909) 697-4754
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Plaques - Nichola Shaw; Erica Atkin s;

Los Angeles Black Business
Expo and Trade Show
Black Voice News

Chenae Wi ggins ; Kenya Goodwin ; Jamila
Ponder; Dorothy Harri s; Shanti Oyenuga;
Brandie Carolina and Leah Gosserand.
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Spomored by

United Health Plan

pre6ent6

United Health Plan
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Bank or Ame r,c;1
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Porticipant~:

AT THE EXPO

. . ' ..

Pavilion hosted by Lee Bailey's Radio Scope

µr1,an Report

. &Fitness Pav.ilion presented by United Health Plan

2000: Speakers: Black Enterprise Magazine's

• · tsi!S

ME.N.'t.O.R-~ ~ ~ &
f~rtlt Ertttrla:;:{;)IChlml, .

(ii.-'<uthor Dennis Kimbro, Thursday & Friday
t, presented by Tomorrow's Entrepreneurs
' Ground, Friday
,R. Network's Fourth Entertainment
da~.e.&t Celebrity Awards Luncheon, Saturday
Afrocentric Wedding, Saturday, 2 pm

eelebrit)I Awa ~ ~tratwn
For irtfo & eorti~:;:;1
call: (213) 896-735 .

J<J11-i D.J.'s

Cliff Winstort &
artml Hydel
Jwill
1tost a .
"live" u,tddmg
at the Expo!

Tiny Lister

• ·stone of

,stJ"wred in the

,nan!,' celebs eaSunday

fashion ShO'W,ctd by
t~J:i':'~uctions.

"1.astin' Black Culture" Food Court
United Celebrity Fashion Show, Sunday, 3 pm
Bntertainment featuring R&B, jazz & gospel artists .
·11appy Hour," Friday, 5 pm to 7 pm
·
,$

Call Today!

■

Event Hotline: (310) 967-5153
General Expo admission only $6.00"

Discount coupons at retail outlets everywhere!
•call Summit 2000 & Entertainment Conference for individual admissions.
-~~~i-~!_: ~.blac~businessexpo.com E-Ma~l: LAB~BizXpo@netgate.net

Tomorrow·s Entrepreneurs
Today
Watts Foundation
Community Trust
Summit 2000
Success 2000
Re~ional lob Trainin~ Center
Black Business Association
M.E.N.T.O.R. Network
Turnin~ Point Ma~azine
Minority Advancement Profile
Lee Bailey Communications
Common Ground Newspaper
L.A. Focus on the Word
The L.A. Black Business
Directory
Madd-XProductions
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Legals
The Black Voice News
copy or this order to show cause be

You don't have to be on Wall Street
to work on Wall Street.
Dean Winer - one of the country's largest investment finns - is
right here in your own area.
We're looking for ambitious, sales-oriented men and women to
·oin our professional team as Account Executives.
If you qualify, you'll be a part of our in-depth sales training
program. And, through personal attention and constant support, you
can develop your sales ability to the fullesL
Discover how your career on Wall Street could be just a telephone
call away. Please send your resume in confidence, or call today.

:OJ

DEANWIITER

Diane Gilmore
Branch Manager & Vice President
3801 University Ave., Suite 550
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 782-2249 or (800) 359-3577
Dean Witter is an equal opportunity employer.© 1993 Dean Witter
Reynolds Inc.

EXTRAORDINARY LIVE

PSYCHICS.
Love, Money, Know your :
future.
CHOOSE YOUR DESTINY,
CALLUS NOW

1-900-4900 Ext.40n
$3.00 Per Minute
Must Be 18 years or older

1st California Lending
Services, Inc.
•125 CLTV Loans NO
Equity Req.
• No Cost Refinancing

published in Riverside County, California, once a week for four succes:~
sive weeks prior to the date set for
hearing on the petition.

The Contract Documents addilional
informat ion for bidders may be
examined after Thursday, AllliL..1Q.
1997 at the fellowing location:
City of Corona
Parks, RecrHtlon and Community
Services Department

Dated: March 28 1997
Case No. 294647

815 W. 6th St., Room #150
Corona, CA 91720
Telephone #(909) 736-2241

published in THE BLACK VOICE a
newspaper of general circulation

Stephen P Cullin
Copies of Contract Documents are

Judge of the Superior Coun
p.4/10,4/17,4/24,511

available for a fee of S25.00. Make
checks payable to the City of Corona.

NOTICE INVITING PROPOSALS
CITY OF CORONA, CALIFORNIA
PROJECT NO. PR9701
Landscape Maintenance contractPROJECT NO. PR9701 " LANOSCAPE
MAINTENANCE FOR , GENERAL
FUND AND LMD WORKSITES."
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
SEALED PROPOSALS will receive
and open proposals for furnishing all
labor, material, equipment and
services necessary for Project No.
PR9701 :landscape Maintenance For
General Fund And LMD Worksites" in
the City of Corona , county ol
Riverside, California, at 2:00 PM on
the 14th Oay of May, 1997 in the
office of the City Clerk, City of

The intent of these documents is to

secure contractors to provide all
labor, materials, equipment. tools
and services necessary for complete
landscape maintenance.

determined that a class C-27 license
is necessary to bid this project. It the
bidder Is a specialty contractor, the
bidder is altered to the requirements

SCOPE OF CONTRACT

Call Donald Ford Today
Off: (909) 822-4312
24hr Pgr (909) 420-5935

1-900-988-6003 Ext.6688

$2.00 per min
Must be 18yrs

Wanted a keyboard Player
for a small, but growing
ministry in the Riverside
Area. For details, contact
Pastor David C. Richardson
at (909) 656-4362.
"A Talent is a terrible
thing to waste."

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS ANALYST I
$2,1185 • $3624/mo doq, plua hellth lnauranc:e I retirement plane

Several county department• have Job openings for
computer professionals. Depending on systems
requirements & your qualifications, you may be assigned
one or more of the following challenging functions:
Desktop/LAN support (hardware and/or software), LAN
system administration, Systems analysis, Automation of
manual systems, LAN design/Implementation, Systems
maintenance & problem resolution, Program applications
& databas-, Visual Basic & C++programming, Database
administration, UNIX system support (RISC/6000.)
Apply to: San Bernardino County Human Resources
Department, 157 W.5th Street, San Bernardino, CA 924150440, (909) 387-8304. Full text of the announcement can
be accessed on the Internet: http://www.co.san•
bernardlno.ca.us/hr~obs/97169.htm

EOEm/f/h

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
lnfoco
28956 Biarritz Ct.

V'

'~

(listed in the phone book).
Despues de que l e entreguen esta
citacion judicial usted tlene un plazo
de 30 DIAS CALENDARIOS para presentar una respuesta escrita a
maquina en esta corte.

Menifee, CA 92584

~

Chris Puma
28956 Biarritz Ct.
Menifee, CA 92584
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant commenced to transact
business under 1he fictitious
business name or names listed
above on January 17-199S
s/Chris Puma
I
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the use in this
st ate of a fictitious business name in
violation of the rights of another

under federal, slate, or common law
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code)
Statement filed with the County on
April 15, 1997
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original
stat ement on file in my office.
· FRANK K. JOHNSON,
County Clerk
FILE NO. 972743
p.4117,4/24,511,S/8
SUMMONS
(CITACION JUDICIAL)

Una carta o una llamada lelefonica
no le orrecera proteccion; su

respuesta escrita

I

maquina lien•

que eumplir eon las formalidades
legales apropiadas si usted quiere
que la corte escucha su caao.
Si usted no presenta su respuesta a
tiempo, puede perder el case, y le
pueden qultar sU salarlo, su dlnero y
otras cosas de su propledad si n

aviso adicional por parte de la carte.
Existen otros requisites legales.
Puede que usted quiera llamar a un
abogado inmedlatamente. Si no
conoce a un abogado, puede llamar a
un servicio de referencia de abogados o a una oficina de ayuda legal
(vea el directorio telefonico).
The name and address of the court
Is: (El nombre y direecion de la corte
es)
RIVERSIDE COUNTY SUPE RIOR
COURT
4050 MAIN ST. P.0 .BOX 431
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

Contractors may, at their sole and
expense subslitute securities
equivalent to any monies withheld by
the City ensure performance under
the Contract. Such HCUriliH shall be
deposited with Ctty, or with a state or
federally chartered bank as escrow
_agent, who shall pay such monies to
the Contractors upon satisfactory
completion of the contract.
Contractors shall be the beneficial
owner of any securities substituted
for monies withheld and shall receive
any interest thereon. Securities
oligible for substitution shall include
those listed in Public Conlraet Code
Section 22300.
Under Section 7059 of Iha Business
and Professions Code, the bidder
must have a license classification
which is sufficient tot perform' a
majority of the project. The City has

Corona, California.

CHURCH MUSICIAN

DATES
GUYS& GALS
DATES

Contractors shall ensure all workmen
needed to execute this Agreement
shall be paid not less than the
general prevailing rate for straight
time, overtime and holidays as
determined by the State of California,
Department or Industrial Relations.
The most recent determination
adopted prior to the execution of the
Contract by the City of Coiona shall
take precedence. Said determination

of Business and Professions Code
Section 7059.
BY ORDER OF THE CITY OF
CORONA, CALIFORNIA
Judy A. Nelson, Deputy
City Clerk, City of Corona California
DIiied April 8, 1997
p.4/17
" Sub' Bids

Requested

Is on file with the City Clerk of the
City of Corona. Contractors shall, as
a penalty to the City of Corona, for1eit
twenty-five dollars (S25.00) for each

FromMBE/WBE/ OVBE Business
Enterprises for Participation In the
following Project:
Construction or the Inland Feeder,

calendar day per workman paid less
than said prevailing wage.

Riverside
Pipeline-South
Speciflcalions No.1300-Metropolitan
Water Dist of So Cal
Bid Date Is May 29, 1997 2:00p.m.
We are particularly interested in the
following bid items:
DEMOLITION ;
DEWATERING ;
ASPHALT CONCRETE PAVEMENT;
REINFORCED
CONCRETE ;
REINFORCING
STEEL ;

In addition, successful bidders will
be required to comply with each end
every applicable provision of the
California Labor Code, including
posting a copy of the prevailing wage
determination at the job site.

The Contractors agrff that they must
comply strictly wilh the provision of
Iha Labor Coda of the Stale of
California, Sections 1770 lo 1780,

MISCELLANEOUS METAL; JOINT
PAINTING;
SEALANTS;
ELECTRICAL
Advanco will require ell successful

Inclusive and In event of any

subcontractors to aubmlt • faithful
performance bond and a payment

violation of the within mentioned

sections, he shall for1eit and suffer
the penalties therein provided.
Each proposal must be accompanied
by a certified or cashi~r·s check, or
bid bond for nol less lhan ten
pereent(10%) of the twelve (12)
month contract amount for bid areas
bid upon, or a n •quivalent
s ubstitution In lieu of a bond as
authOrized by the Civil Code Section
995.710. Said Check shall be made
payable to the "C ity of Corona·· and
when delivered with a proposal shall
constitute a guarantff that the bidder
will, if an award is made to him in
accordance with the terms of said
bidder's proposal, execute a Contract
In the City's standard form, together
with Labor Code Certification
thereon ;
furnish
Faithful
Performance a nd Payment Bonds
with a corporate surety or sureties
satisfactory to the City, or an
equivalent subslitutlon in lieu of
bonds, each for not less than two(2)
months of the awarded bid area(s)
contract price ; and furnish
Certificates of Insurance evidencing
that all insurance coverage required
by the Contract have been secured.
OTHER BONDS:
The successful bidders will be
required to furnish a labor and
materials payment bond In an
amount not less than tow (2) months
of the awarded bid area(s) contract
price and a fai thful performance
bond in an amount not less than two
(2) months of the awarded bid area(s)
contract price. Said bond1 to be
secured by a surety company
satisfactory 10 the City of Corona.

bond each In the amount of 100%01
their subcontract price. Upon
request, subcontractor:_s will be
required lo provide evidence of their
ability to provide bonding within
24-hours. However, Advanco will pay
1% for Subcontractor's Performance
and Payment bonding costs and will
assist In obtaining bonding, credit
and Insurance, if necessary.
Advance Constructors, Oiv. of Zurn
Constructors, Inc.
An Equal Employment OpportunityAffirmative Action Employer
P.O.Box 1210, Upland, CA 91785
Telephone 909/982-8803
Fax 909/982-9716
Advanco intends to seriously
negotiale
with
qualified
MBE/WBE/DVBE firms for project
participation.
For
additional
information please contact Darlena
Simmons at the number above. Plans
and apeeHications are available from
the Metropolitan Water District or
Southern California, 350 So. Grand
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90071 (213)
217-6000, and for viewing at Oodge
News Plan Ams , It at Advanco's
Upland office , 1500 W. 9th St.,
Upland, Ca.,91786."
p.4117

RALPH s MARTIN PliiOlitt
TO: CROSS DEFENDANT, RALPH S.
MARTIN and all persons unknown
and c laiming any legal title, estate,
lien, o r Interest In the property
described In the complaint adverse
to cross -complalnant·s title thereto
and DOES 1 thru 25 Inclusive
YOUAREB8NGSUEDBVC ROSS
COMPLAINANT: FLORENE JAMES,
CROSS-COMPLAINANT
You' have 30 CALENDAR DAYS atter
this summons Is served on you to
, file a typewritten response at this

court.
A letter or phone call will not protect
you; your typewritten response must
be In proper legal f orm If you want
the coun to hear your case.
If you do not file your response on
time, you may lose the ease. and
your wages, money and property
may be taken without funher warning
from the eoun.
There a re other legal requirements.
You may want t o ca ll an attorney
right away. If you do not know an
attorney, you may call a n attorney
reteria1 service or a l egal aid offi ce

The name, address, and telephone
number of plaintiff' s attorney, or
plaintiff without an attorney, Is: (El
nombre, fa direccion y el numero de
lelefono
del
abogado
del
demandante, o del demandante qua
no tiene abogado, es)
DAVID 0. SMITH, ESQ.
4610 CENTRAL AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
BAR #87307
Dated(Fecha) Mar 26, 1997
Clerk(Actuario), by J . Wilbon ,
Deputy(Delegsdo)
CASE NO.# 270833
p.413,4/10,4/17
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE
CHANGE OF NAME
In re the Change of Name of
DOUGLAS EUGENE KENNELL
Petitioner. DOUGLAS EUGENE KEN•
H.E.L.L,, has liled a petition with the
Clerk of thi s court for an order
changing petltloner·s name from

DOUGLAS EUGENE KENNELL to
GENE LEE BERKMAN.
IT IS ORDERED that all persons interested In the above-entitled matter
appear before this court on May 12,
1997 at 8:30 A.M. In Department Law
It Motion, l ocated at 40S0 Main
St reet, Riverside , CA 92501 and
show cause, if any, why the petition
for change of name should not be
granted.
IT IS FURTH ER· ORDERED that a

All work shall be done under the
direct supervision of the City of
Corona, Director of Parks Recreation
and Community Services, or his
delegated representative.
The words PROJECT NO. PR9701
" LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE FOR
GENERAL
FUND
AND
LMO
WORKSITES" s hould appear on the
en velope of each sealed bid. Said
bid shall be addressed to the City of
Corona, City Clerk, 815 W. Sixth SI.,
Corona, CA 91720.
The City of Corona reserves the right
to reject any or all bids, and/or waive
any Informality on a bid. No bidder
may withdraw his bid for • period of
thirty (30) days after the dale set for
the opening thereof.
The City of Corona, hereby notifies
all bidders that It will affirmatively
insure that in any Contract entered
into pursuant to this advertisement,
minority business enterprises will be
afforded full opportunity to submit
bids in response to thi s Invitation
and will not be discriminated against
on the grounds of raea, color, gender,
or national origin in consideration of
an award.
Successful
bidders and
all
subcontractors s hall be required to

obtain, or have in their posM&aion, •
valid bualnHs lleenH from Iha City
of Corona prior to contract

execution.

)

NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
T.S. No.B242283 Unit CodeB
Loan No.1509332407/0IAZ AP#
185-341-025-7 T.D. SERVICE
COMPANY as duly appointed
Trustee under the following described Deed of Trust WILL SELL
AT PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR CASH Jin
the forms which are lawful ten er
in the United States) and/or the
cashier·s, certified or other
checks specified in Civil Code
Section 2924h (payable in full at
the lime of sale to T.D. Service
Company) all right. title and interest conveyed to and now held by
ii under said Deed of Trust in the
property hereinafter described:
TRUST0R: CARLOS M. DIAZ
CYNTHIA M. DIAZ JESUS DIAZ
PASCUALA DIAZ BENEFICIARY:
T.N.T. FINANCIAL, INC. RecordedNovember 29, 1993 as Instr.
No. 473450In Book pa?e of
Official Records In the office of
the Recorder of RiversideCounty;
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A
DEED
OF TRUST
DATED
11/12/93.UNLESS YOU TAKE
ACTION TO
PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT
A PUBLIC SALE.IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A
LAWYER. 6295 THUNDER BAY
TRAIL, RIVERSIDE AREA, CA
92509
(If a street address or
common designation of property
is shown above, no warranty is
given as to its completeness or
correctness).
The beneficiary
under said Deed of Trust. by
reason of a breach or default in
the obligations secured thereby,
heretofore executed and delivered
to the undersigned a written
Declaration of Default and Demand for Sale, and wrillen notice
of default and of election to cause
the undersigned to sell said property to satisfy said obligations.
and thereafter the undersigned
caused said notice of default and
of election to be RecordedDecember 27, 1996 as Instr. No.
487046In Book Page of Official
Records in the office of the recorder of RiversideCounty; Said
Sale of property will be made in
as is condition without covenant
or warranty, express or implied.
regarding title possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the re- ·
maining principal sum of the
note(s) secured by said Deed of
Trust, with interest as in said
note provided advances. ii any,
under the terms of said Deed of

Trust, fees, charges and expenses
of the Trustee and of the trusts
created by said Deed of Trust.
Said sale will be held on: April 30,
1997, at 3:30 p.m.at lhe Main
Street entrance to the County
Courthouse,
4050 Main SI.,
Riverside, CA At the time of the
initial publication of this notice,
the total amount of the unpaid
balance of the obligation secured
by lhe above described Deed of
Trust and estimated costs, expenses, and
advances
is
$116,625.99. It is possible that at
the lime of sale the opening bid
may be less than the total indebt·
edness due. Dale :3/28/97 T.D.
SERVICE COMPANY
as said
Trustee,
Michele Timmerman ,
Assistant Secretary 1750 E. 4th
St, Ste 700, santa Ana. CA 92705
(714) 543-8372 We are assisting
the Beneficiary to collect a debt
and any information we obtain will
be used for that purpose whether
received orally or in writing. IF
AVAILABLE, THE EXPECTED
OPENING BID MAY BE OBTAINED
BY CALLING THE FOLLOWING
TELEPHONE NUMBERS ON THE
DAY BEFORE
THE
SALE:
(714 )480-5690 TAC: 440044C
PUB: 4/10, 4/17, 4/24
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SUBSCRIBE
To The Black Voice
$35

(CA Residents)

$45
(Out-of-State Residents)
NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,
ADDRESS:
PHONE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BLACK VOICE NEWS
~'NEWS YOU CAN USE''

BROWN'S BOOKS
SPecializini! in

&td

BROWN'S

baaks

African American
Literature/

BROWN'S

baoks

Black _
Books

Nollce of Application To Sell
Alcoholic Beverages
The Name(s) of the Applicant(s)
ls.tare: UOAYKE JOEL S
The appli cants listed above are
applying to the Oepartment of
Alcoholic Beveraae Control to sell
alcoholic be-age• at: 3625 Main SL
Riverside, CA 92501
For the following type of License:

20 OFF-SALE BEER AND WINE
NOTIC E TO DEFENDANT: (Aviso a
Aeusado)
WILLIAM S. JAMES: F LOR ENE
JAM ES: STEWART TITLE CO. OF
RIVERSIDE·CO UNTY, a California
Corp, and OOES thru 500, inclusive

Thursday, April 17, 1997
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p.4117,4124,5/1
VANCE CORPORATION
Sffking San Bernardino County
CERTIFIED MBE/WBE
1ubcontractora I. suppliers
RECHE CANYON ROAD
from Banas Road to County/City
Limits
Location: Colton, CA
Trades requested: trucking, storm
drain Installation, lands caping
s igning It striping, fen cing I.
guardraillng, eleclrical
Bid Oate:April 24, t 997 011 :OOAM
Contacl:
Pal
Johnson
2271 N. Locust, Rialto, CA 92377
Phone : (909) 3S5-4333 Fax (909)
355-4399
AN JCQOAL OPl'OR'l'llNI'l'Y DIPLOYD.

1583 W. Baseline, San Bernardino, CA 92411 * (909) 889-0506
1498 Ramsey, Banning, CA 92223 * (909) 849-8256
12625 Frederick St., Moreno Valley, CA 92553 * (909) 697-4752
http://wwv:,.ee.org/bus/bvn E-MAIL black_voice@eee.org
TN■ INLAND

EMPIRE
DIVERSIT
..Joe FAIR
Over 16,000 Appllcant,

WIii • • There!

t ;OOAM • 4:00,M • NMion.11 Or.,. Show
E\IIMCJCfflll. . , i n i a , ~

assistance is available in bonding,
payroll and lines of credit
p.4/17

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air
Quality Management District, 21865 E. Coplay Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765
for the following:
Jllil..tig..

Ii1lt

96117-36 Electronic Alternatives
to Strip Chart Recorders

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality Management District, 21865 E.
Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 9176S for the following:

Clotlng Date
Contact Person
John Higuchi
May 6, 1997 4:00 p.m.
(909) 396-2267

Bidder's

llillNll.

Conference

Ilk

Closing Datt

Contact Ptrsoo

OS-14-97 2:00 p.m. Leticia De La O (909) 396-3S20
None
RFQ 1914
Kart Fischer Titration System
05-15-97 2:00 p.m. Leticia De La O (909) 396-3520
RFQ 1916
Janitorial Supplies
None
05-13-971 :00 p.m. Eudora Tharp (909) 396-3018
RFP No. 9697-43 Prequalify Temporary Employment None
Services
05-13-97 2:00 p.m. Eudora Tharp (909) 396-3018
None
RFP No. 9697-4S Classification and Compensation
Services
RFP No. 9697-46 Research & Development
05-21-97 8:30a.m . 06-24-97 5:00 p.m. Nancy Covey 1-800-HLP-2766
Development and Certification ol
a Medium or Heavy-Duty LPG Engine and/or Conversion Kit
RFP No. 9697-47 Sman Shuttle Services/Transit OS-21-97 8:30 a.m. 06-24-117 5:00 p.m. Nancy Covey 1·800-HLP-2766
Syst em Enhancements
RFP No. 9697-48 Conduct Testing and Explore Dif- 04-29-97 10 am 05-14-97 1:00 p.m. Mohan Bal■gopalan
(909) 3116-2704
f erent Options to Reduce Public
Exposure to Methylene Chloride
from Furniture Stripping Operations

Th• RFP may be obtained through the Internet at:
httpi/www.eqmd.gov/r1p/

PERSONS ATTENDING THE BIDDER'S CONFERENCE SHOULD CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BY CALLING THE
CONTACT PERSON.

If you have any questions or would Ilk• a copy of the RFP malled to you,
telephone the contact person.

The RFQ's/RFP's may be obtained through the Internet et:
ht1p://www.aqmd.gov/r1p/

The AQMD hereby notifies all bidder• In regard to this advertisement, that
minority business enterprises will be afforded full opportunity lo bid
responses to Ihle Invitation. Moreover, the AQMO will not discrlmlnllle against
bidders on Iha bails of race, cOlor, religion, sex, marital status, national origin,
age, veterans allllua or handicap. The AQMD ■110 encourages Joint Yenlures
and IUbcontractlng with MBE/WBE/DVBE•.

The AQMO hereby notifies all bidders in regard to this advertisement, that minority buslnan enterprises will be
afforded full opponunity to bid responses to this Invitation. Moreover, the AQMD will not dfscrtmlnata against bidders
on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin, age, veterans atatu1 or handicap. The AQMD
also encourages feint ventures and aubcontractin9 w ith MBE/WBE/DVBEa.

MIidred Brown, Purchasing Manager
p,4/10,4117

Mildred Brown, Purchasing Manager
p,4117,4/24

If you have any questions or would like a copy of the RFQ"s/RFP's malled to you, t elephone the contact parson.
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WE BELIEV THERE ARE MANY
OF YOU WH DON'T KNOW YOU
CAN BU A VERY WELLEQUIPPED ATURN FOR ONLV

Tl ftN
• ·.:.
S.,A·,·~'au,:·

14, 74 0

+tax&license

SL - 2 Sedan

or lease for

19

.

9permo.

· For 36 months+ tax; closed end lease on approved credit. Due at signing $1305 .
"Residual $10,318. Total of payments $6997.20.

:AND FOR $14,740 LOOK A·T WHAT YOU GET!

·

• Digital Quartz Clock
• Fuel Injected
• Side Door Beams
• Headlights-ON Chime
• Carpeted Cargo Area w/Light
• Child Security Rear Door Locks
• Stainless Steel
• 3 speed - lntermitted wipers
• 30 day/1500 ml. Money-Back Guarantee
• 24 hour Roadside Assistance

• Dent-resistant Exterior Panels
• Styled Full Wheel Covers
• Dual Exterior Mirrors
• Halogen Headlights
• Tachometer/Trip Odometer
• Reclining Front Bucket Seats
• Remote Trunk/Fuel Filler Release
• Rear Window Defroster
• Adjustable Steering Column
• 4 Wheel Independent Suspension

• Air conditioning
• Automatic Transmission
• Dual Air Bags
• Power Steering
• Power Brakes
• AM/FM Stereo w/4 Speakers
• Daytime Rur~ning Lights
• Fold-down Rear Seats
• 1.9 DOHC 16V Engine
• Maintenance-free Battery

+ tax & license

SL Sedan

or le_ase tor

:

179

..
~

per mo.

$1203. 15 due at signing. Residual $8164.20. 36 months, closed end lease+ tax
& license, on approved credit.

AND FOR $12,370 - LOOK AT WHAT YOU GET!

'

• Air conditioning
• Dual Air Bags
• Power Steering
• Power Brakes
• AM/FM Stereo w/4 Speakers
• Daytime Running Lights
• Fold-down Rear Seats
• Maintenance-free Battery
• Dent-resistant Exterior Panels
• Styled Full Wheel Covers

• Dual Exterior Mirrors
• Halogen Headlights
• Tachometer/Trip Odometer
• Reclining Front Bucket Seats
• Remote Trunk/Fuel Filler Release
• Rear Window Defroster
• Adjustable Steering Column
• 4 Wheel Independent Suspension
• AM/FM Stereo Cassette
• Digital Quartz Clock

• Fuel Injected
• Side Door Beams
• Headlights-ON Chime
• Carpeted Cargo Area w/Light
• Child Security Rear Door Locks
• Stainless Steel Exhaust
• 3-speed Steel Exhaust - lntermitted Wipers
• 30 day/1500 ml. Money-Back Guarantee
• 24 hour Roadside Assistance

'93 MAZDA

'90 HONDA
PRELUDE

·93 SATURN
SL1

·93 SATURN
SL2

'91 CHRY.
IMPERIAL

·94 CHEVY
C1500

·93 FORD
MUSTANG

' 90 CHEVY
S-10

· 94 NISSAN

Manual, ale, cass,

Manual, cass.

Manual, ale, cruise,

Auto, ale, cass, Gm Lbl.

Auto , full power,

Auto, ale, full pwr, snrf,

#11-0181

Auto, ale, full power,

A uto, ale, eass.

roof, cass. #024197

Tilt, ale, cruise, p/w/1,

#707140

#0628410

#218549

lthr, cass. #107588

cass. #197617

#131404

alloys. #161293

$5495

$7995

$8495

' 92 HONDA
ACCORD EX

· 97 SATURN
SL1

'96 CHEVY
CAVALIER

Auto, loaded, sunroof.
#007880

Manual, ale, cass. Red

$12,995

SENTRA

• I

$8895

$9975

$10,500 '' $11,995
'95 SATURN
SL2

Auto,A/C, ABS, Cass.

Auto, ale, full pwr, snrf,

#127747

cass. Rd .Lbl. #248696

$13,150

$13,485

$13,490

'96 SATURN
SL2

' 96 PONT.
GRANDAM

' 97 SATURN
SC1

'95 CHEVY ASTRO

Auto, ale, cass. Red

Auto, ale, full pwr.,
cass. Fact. Warr.

Manual, ale, cass. Red

Label. #278033

$14,490

Label. #120737

$12,885
'93 FORD
EXPLORER XLT
Auto, loaded. leather.

Auto, ale, alloys, 14k
mi, Rdlbl.

#51739

#P157/185638

$13,995

$14,490

'97 SATURN
SC2

'96 SATURN SC2

Auto.ale, full pwr, eass,

Label. #142756

Auto, ale, pwr pkg ,
cass. Fact. Warr.
#101960

$16,385

$16,995

$17,500

#760027

SATURN OF ON.TARIQ
1195 Auto Center Dr. ONTARIO
AUTO CENTER JURUPA AT 15

(909) 605-5655

A~ rs subject to prior sale. Prices are+ tax. lie. & doc fees . Ad expires close of business Sunday afler
'·';\
publicalion. Sale prices exclude leases. dealer installed options 1f any c1dd'I charge.

Service Hours: 7AM to 6PM Mon-Fri 7AM to
2PM Sat Wed. Hours 7AM to 9PM

' 95 SATURN SL2

EQ. Rd Lbl. #239899

Mnl, ale, pwr pkg, lthr,
snrf, cass. Rd Lbl.
#324092

$17,850

